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guards responded and escorted the
foreigners to Magdalena, where they
look a train for this city.
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HE KILLED

united states is said to be
waiting its declaration
of purpose

Jf enlistments are
expected tocoine
in
immediately
the Get man aerial navy.
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financial
adopt any supplemental
measures deemed necessary and take
sacthcr rcrcEts until r.ftcr election.
This plan was adopted so that if the
democrats lose their majority in the
assembly this fall some of the democratic policies planned for next year
may be carried out before the present legislative year ends.
The high court of impeachment was
called to order at 10:55 o'clock. The
FINAL VOTE FOR UNSEATING OF roll call showed all of the 57 memhers present.
NEW YORK GOVERNOR 13
Clerk Patrick E. MoCabe, at the di43 TO 12
rection of Presiding
Judge Cullen,
then read the fifth article of imHE WILL NOT APPEAL CASE peachment, and the vote was taken.
There were no long explanations by
the members of the court.. Instead
DECISION
HIS LAWYERS THINK
there was a rapid fire of replies of
CAN BE DECLARED
"not guilty" and the respondent was
found not guilty by a unanimous
court.
'
Judge Cullen then announced: "The
ffl YNN RFMMFS FXFMT IVF respondent, under the vote as
by the clerk, is acquitted of
in this, the fifth article."
the
charges
LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR ISSUES
?
ed.
taken
had
It
the court less than
PROCLAMATION ON ASSUMten minutes to dispose of the article.
ING OFFICE
The roll was then called on Article
ACCIDENTALLY KILLED
(1.
On the statement of Senator War- Roswell, Oct. 7.- Professor A. G.
17.
William
ner
"that there is practically unani-ulze- r
N.
Oct.
Y.,
one
Albany,
of the best
Hammar, considered
no longer is governor of the iniity among the members of the court
known entomologists of 1'ie United
;':,e U.reo articles on which we
of New York
States department of agriculture, who
court
noon
the
now to vote," and his suggestion
are
A
few
minutes
before
d0.
two
has
been
the
pas(.
years
fjr
of impeachment, by a vote of 43 to that it would "spare your honor fa--1
Sena- tigue," Judge Cullen, on this vote,
acci(lentaHy sh0f anrl killed by Cy J. 12, removed him from office.
Leland a druggjgt of th,8 city today tor Wende and Judge Cullen excused merely called the names of the members of the court and omitted the
while they were hunting in the Capi-ta- themselves from voting.
GO
rewest
miles
of
here.
the
who
Those
voted
mountains
repeating of the formal question
against
Dr. Hammar died immediately,
moval of the governor were Senators which, had featured the votes already
not knowing Hammar was in McKnight, O'Keefe, Peckham, Seeley, taken.
Senator Argetsinger, the first to
the direction he saw two deer, fired and Wheeler, democrats; Emerson,
with an automatic rifle, missing the Peacock, Stivers, Thomas aud Whit- vote, said that although he was con- game. Going through the brush the ney, republican; Duhamel, independ- vinced the respondent had been guil
bullet struck Hammar in the abdo ent league and democrat; Palmer, re- ty of a moral offense, he "could not
men. The dead man naa, been mar- publican and progressive. At their find him guilty under the article."
but twQ mtbs mg widow waa own request, Presiding Judge Cullen
Senator Bussey said that he vted
formerly Miss Marian Horner, daugh- and Senator Wende were excused not guilty because he did not believe
ter of a newspaper publisher of
from voting. Every other judge "of that larceny had been committed.
W. Va. Leland gave him the court of
"in the common parlance of the
appeals voted for remov- self up to the officers after bringing ftl
street, it is called panhandling," he
the body here. No blame is attached
After the proceedings, Mr. Sulzer said.
to LelanJ, and if 13 generally believed would see
Presiding Judge Cullen held that
only a few personal
Dr.
he will be cleared tomorrow.
friends. He sent out word that his the offenses charged "were dishonor- Hammar belonged to the nobility of
promised statement would be ready! able in the highest degree criminal?
this evening. Friends who were with no. The respondent, used his office
-- ,
v
'him when he received the news of j o e,lrich himself. I vote not gull- -
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Trinidad, Colo., Oct 17. "Picketing,
by which I mean tne use of peaceful
means to induce miners to stop work,
will be continued," declared John McLennan, president of District No. 15
today. "We believe that is our right.
The Colorado law against picketing
is unconstitutional and we intend
to test it thoroughly in the courts."
No further', arrests for picketing
have been made. The little county
jail now contains 71 miners held on
this charge, besides a number of other
prisoners, and should the wholesale
arrests for picketing continue, the
problem of housing the prisoners will
become a serious one.
Striker resumed operations at the
McLoughlin, mine this morning, but
no arrests were made. A number of
women in the crowd screamed "scab,
scab, scab," whenever a load of coal
was brought oUt. In order to pre- vent a possible clash, lunches were
sent Into the mine for the men. When
this was done the. picketers dispers-

Carranza Expects Recognition
Nogales, Sonora, Mex., Oct. 17.
Confident that good news for the
constitutionalist cause will
come
soon, from Washington, General Ve- nustiano Carranza, leader of the re
volutiouary movement In northern
Mexico, announced today lift would W. C. ELLIS BREAKS DOWN WHILE
remain here to maintain communica
AT THE CORONER'S
tion with the American capital.
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PASSENGER ON
PERISHES WHEN CRAFT
EXPLODES

carranisa s aides and the more
prominent military leaders of; the
BROKEN constitutionalists assert '. the rebel SAYS
HE WAS NOT SANE
ADMIRALTY EOAED IS LOST
HUERTA PROMISES
chieftain has received messages from
'President Woodrow Wilson regarding
THIS GOVERNMENT DISPOSED NO
THINKS ILL HEALTH AND POOR
ALL THE OFFICIAL
the situation in Mexico.
BUSINESS UNBALANCED HIS
LONGER TO CONSIDER HIM
ARE BLOTTED OUT
Among revolutionary sympathizers
REASON
AS A FACTOR
there is considerable expectation that
BY ACCIDENT
the American government soon will
extend recognition to the constitutionTOLD
WANDERING
STORY
WILL
DIPLOMATS
MEET alist movement.
WAS
NEW
TEE
FLAGSHIP
General Felipe Angeles, regarded
as one of the strongest men identi- THE CINCIINATI MAN FIRST DE
PRESIMEXICAN
PROVISIONAL
DESTROYED DIRIGIBLE WAS TQIv
fied with the
movement,
CLARED A SUICIDE PACT
DENT CALLS AN INTERNAHAVE HEADED THE FLYING
arrived today from Europe to become
EXISTED
TIONAL COUNCIL
NAVAL FORCE
Carranza's secretary of war.
Carranza received another
long
Chicago, Oct. 17. William C. Ellis
Washington, Oct. 17 General Huer-t- a message in English today which conBerlin, Oct. 17. The newest and
aero-wa- r
plans to assemble the foreign dip- stitutionalist attaches said came from confessed at the inquest this afterlargest of the Zeppelin
lomats in Mexico City today or to "an American official in Washington." noon to the murder of his wife here
was destroyed in
ships, the "L-I-I"
late Wednesday night. He said his
mid-ai- r
morrow, according to the state depart- Carranza declined to discuss it.
by an explosion at 10:15 a'- wife was "the most virtuous woman'
ment advices, and make a statement
clock thi3 morning. All but one of
in the world, and that he must have
on the present situation. No Inkling
the 28 military men on board, inEngland Standing Pat
of Huerta's purpose was made known
been crazy over his health and bust,
cluding the entire admiralty board,
London, Oct. 17. There is no likeness trouoies,
in 4he dispatch.
were killed.
..
lihood of Great Britain's recognition
His statement will be received here
The confession came dramatically
The disaster occurred Just above
of Provisional President Huerta of
with the keenest interest, though Mexico
after the opening of the afterthe main street of Johannlsthal,
being withdrawn at present, shortly
noon session. Ellis, who had insisted
administration officials do not think as has been
while the big dirigible, G00 feet long,
suggested in dispatches to
the police that there was a suicide
that it will alter the situation. Those from Washington, in the opinion of
was making a trial trip, preliminary
closest tQ the administration policy British
pact, stood up as he confessed1 to the
to its acceptance as flagship of the
government circles.
He seemed to have regain-believe dealings with Huerta are pracis admitted that something might murder.
It
new
German aerial navy.
tically ended and that peaceful meas- arise which would induce Sir Edward ed possession of himself and atoned
The shattered httlk of the airship,
for
ures to compose the situation will
the
previous suspicion that he
Grey, the British foreign secretary,
a mass of blazing canvas and crumnext be exerted in other directions.
to take this drastic course, but it is had cast on his wife's acquaintance
pled aluminum, dropped 900 feet into
a
Canadian merchant.
Speculation, on the possibility and pointed 'out that
has thus far with
nothing
of
th public highway. Hundreds
His voice strengthened perceptibly
extent of dealings with the constitu- occurred to
change the official view as
the
had
been
who
watching
persons
he asserted that she had been a
tionalist heads has been revived by that
recognition of the provisional
flight from ;parks . and house-top- s
wife and mother and that her
the present situation, but brings no
perfect
was
correct
the
policy.
government
rushed
to the scene.
definite statement from official quar- It is realized here that the state of conduct had been above criticism,
Baron von Bleu! of the
Lieutenant
Ellis
fired
shots
into
ters.
four
her body
affairs in Mexico is very bad, but
Queen Augusta grenadier guards, who
and gashed her throat. He then shot
President Wilson has from time to Great Britain is
studiously refraining
wa3 making the trip as a guest, wan
time said he would welcome infor- from
in any way between himself and cut his own throat and
interfering
the only survivor. Ke was badly inPTa ttipn Inir drnrn
wrists
hvj tior
mation of the purposes of the consti- General Huerta and the constitutionsucjured, and his condiiion is critical..
tutionalists should they become
side, husging her lifeless form and
alists.
so burnMariy of the bodies-wercessful by arms. There has been no
,
The British government, it Is de- kiteing her lip's until morning while;
'
as to be imrfcoiiz-able- .
and
ed
I
h.e appeared toj.ty"
mangled
direct communication, but the presi4
Jhat
the
paid
her
and
body
'.warrathIeft.Jier,
clared, Avould naturally desire to" supsaid" he imd
Senator sMcCksHund
dent is expected to be in receipt of
Washineton, Oct. 17. Recess of.be relieved that the suspense"" was
President Wilson in any action form became ruid. Thus for hours
port
'
mesearcneo
tanguaguo ior
The admiralty trial board consist- tholeonsresa while the senate banking over.
information along these lines.
he might take 'looking to peace, but lie made love to the shell nf
the
characterization
of
chargadministra-who
Mrs.
of seven officers, Including Lieii- had
l
One difficulty is tnat tne constituhysterical
committee works oh the
Sulzer,
first of all all the British interests woman he had slain.
es contained in the article.
and
was
Commander Eehni-'cii- ,
tenant
also
said
In
the
tionalist chiefs are in various parts
last
tacks
bill
week,
foremost
was
the
was
Before
his
Ellis
currency
testimony
in Mexico must be considered, be"As
he
a
of
result
search,"
the Germy
is
and'
of
Lieutenant
Senior
communication
to
of the republic
have
Freyer
at
brightened
the
perceptibly,
en
capitol
today,
the
usual
that
topic
centering
warning
anything
cause those interests, which indude
so slow that united1 action on any plan
he- mi lit say would be used against about negotiations between the presl-- l
Everything at the executive man-hi- said, "I am now convinced that the man naval flying corps. The airship's
investand
other
bonds,
property,
some
that might be submitted would take
is in readiness for the Sulzer's wards 'candidatial .mendicancy' prop- pilot was Captain Glund, a veteran
sion
for
senate
democrats
and
dent
some
with
He
spoke
difficulty,
some time for formulation. In the ments, amount to many millions.
steersman in the employ of Count
on
'departure.
of an agreement
They will leave Albany erly describe them."
legislation.
Intervention on the part of the and his weakness became so appar-jkinSenator Simpson held that the acts Zeppelin.
meantime the administration regards
to return.
Ma ontv Leader underwood, wno bunaay atternoon, not
m.t ihut hi wa riniiiPRteA fn nit down
Huerta's promises for a solution by United States would not be welcomed while
Three Officers Killed
talked to President Wilson on the Their immediate destination, it was charged "did not rise to the dignity
being questioned.
It is
of an Impeachable offense."
an electlo.n as violated and is said to by the British government.
Not.
was
some
still
would
be
several
hotel,
only the German navy, but th
quiet
said,
days ago,
prob
The throat of Mrs. William Ellis of subject
feared it would lead to a long and
The vote to acquit the governor on army aa weji Buffered from aviation
feel free to hear other proposals.
was cut after she was willim? to hear of the progress or ably in the Adirondacks, for a few
riiifinnat.l
The meeting of the diplomats in sanguinary war. British investors dead from bullet woundSi, according negotiations for an agreement either days. Where they will make their Article 6 was unanimous. Court had LMent
tndav.- Three armv officers.
,
... ...
been in session but half an hour.
Mexico City Wednesday was incon- would bo the heaviest losers, as they to the
to the flying corp3 were
not
; on a date for reporting the currency future home
decided,
have
Coroner's
of
Physi-belonging
thej
testimony
The roll was again called on Ar- killed this morning In aeroplane acclusive and bound none of the partici-jpant- s would be unable to recoup themselves cian Springer at the inquest today, measure or for a vote. The bill was but Mrs. Sulzer insists that it shall
"1
7.
to any definite course, accord- after the war in the same way as Mr.
cidents.
Ellis, who was found in a hotel generally endorsed today by Profes-roo- be within an hour's ride of New ticle
'American
would
to
do
able
be
the
by
other
advices.
Issues
to
Statement
to
Glynn
unable
ing
here yesterday with his wife's sor Jeremiah W. Jenka, before the York. Sulzer Is of the opinion that
Ballooning expert3 were
Martin H. Glynn, who today became establish definitely the cause of the
Official dispatches today reported annexation of territory or by the en- body, his own throat and wrist slash- - committee. He recommended a mim- an attempt to take the fase to the
New York, as the result
that the meeting, "called for a dis- forcement of an indemnity.
The experts say the
ed and a slight wound in his own ber, of amendments on the details,
United States supreme court would governor of
catastrophe.
of Governor Sulzer,
removal
'
cussion of the situation .in the repubthe
Nothing has been heard from Sir chest, listened to the evidence while
if
be of little use, and it is doubtful
catastrophe was probably duo to the
afternoon collision of an explosive mixture of
issued a statement this
lic," reached no collective opinion as Lionel Carden, the British minister waiting to testify.
sucn procedure is followed.
"
on ' eco- would
insist
The to Mexico, in regard to the meeting
that
to a solution of the problem.
he
saying
Tn a statement to the police soon
and air in the tunnel running inAttorney Louis Marshall, however,
WrFU
IPT
le- of members of the foreign diplomatic
ofncisnt gas
and
German
at
was
held
H
the
nomical,
clean,
orderly
fl h V
meeting
lib K f 'fi
'.
after the tragedy was discovered Ellis
the airship and connecting the
such
side
was reported to be considering
', business."
transaction of the state's
gation, and representatives of Great corps in Mexico City, and no request said that his wife had confessed to
conthree
to
the
more
establish
an
gondolas, which perhap3 was
appeal
He declared: "I will not devote the
Britain, Spain, Austria, Prance, Rus- has come from him for a warship,
him Wednesday evening IS. hours be
from a carin
case
than
of
status
the
stitutional
exploded
by the back-flar- e
TRAIN
TAKEN F
time which I owe to -the state to parIt had been suggested here that a fore her death, that she was in love
sia, Norway and the TTnited States
a maga
from
i
or
to
pow-Sulzer
bureter
of
spark
by
the hope
restoring
were present.
tisan politics.
British warship might be sent to Mex- with a young man named Caurlwel!
account
the rafor
would
This
neto.
er.
This is not an occasion for exul- Americans Leave Monterey
ico, but the British foreign office is she had met last summer in Brantford,
balloon.
of
the
destruction
of
He Is Not Disqualified
pidity
WALSENBURG, COL, IS SCENE OF
Consul General Hanna reported to- relying on Sir Lionel Carden to ask Cnnada.
tation," he said, "and I have no such
Because of this confession I
The airship carried two ton3 of
The proposition of disqualifying '
HOLD-UA
THIS
DARING
of
occasion
an
me
is
To
it
feeling.
day that nearly all refugees had left for one if he thinks It necessary Sir ;ird his own business reverses, Ellis
Baron von Eleul, at a lata
Sulzer from ever again holding a place
gasoline.
MORNING
were being; Ralph Paget, formerly secretary of said he and his wife had agreed that
solemnity mixed with sadness. My
Monterey, and efforts
was still alive.
atternoon
of honor or trust in the siate was
this
hour
earnest endeavor shall be to give to
made through Rear Admiral Fletcher the embassy at Washington, who has life was not worth living and had deex- with
the
been watchin?
who
had
voted
down
unanimously
were
17.
men
tlflTlARt.
Spectators
OT1
u
Five
ntlS
lUn nannlo tt flu
Denver, Oct.
and Consul Canada at Vera Cruz toa wide knowledge of Mexican
and cided to commit suicide together.
maneuvers
of the
& Rio Grande ception that Judge Cullen again ex
'
con-- ; the impressive
Denver
removed
from
wise
and
progressive
have the Norwegian steamer Texas Central American affairs, has just
his
vote
"
from
cuaed
himself
recording
MUUC"'
IIom
No.
at
UK
train
Walsenburg. Col.,
duct of their public affairs. I will
City call at Tampico for them.
been appointed permanent under-sec- WONDERS ARE ' PREDICTED
Knrot tntn fln.mea and
The governor received the news of
.,c ""
finrlv tbt rnrninrr bv n mrih of about
b
.
insist on a business administration
relary at the foreign office, in charge
Waterloo, Towa, Oct.
his removal in silence at the execim- - which means an economical, clean, then fall. A second or two later tno
llmn ;,(ril.oh,MW;
Race Rjot at Hostotlpaqulllo
cf American affairs.
r'f Ptate Bryan glared here today
all
waited
he
had
terrific explosion reachrflilfihlnl? th office of the tlve mansion, where
orderly and efficient transaction; of sound of the
Guadalajara, Mex., Oct. 17. Two
said
He
the
to
'hr only e ."money trust has any- - railroad
result.
hear,
morning
ed them. It was impossible for some
here today.
the state's business.
American citizens and one Mexican
American Held .for Ransom
thin-to fear from the currency legis-- ;
make a statement later.
he
might
,r,
i,
I
keen- time. .to approach tho flaming dirigiu
"I will not be a factionist.
iic
yauj vitvio uao ue,!
were killed on Tuesday as the result) Murfreesboro, Term., Oct. 17. Ac-of
uu.
num,
Prior to the vote on his disquali
members of
ia,i
an
the
Investigation.
high responsibility ble, beneath which the
ly appreciate
a feud at Hostotlpaqulllo, a mining cord In.; 4to information received here -- The
arfour
last
removal
the
fication
banker, he added,; The
and
ana
crushed
been
ft
had
wUh
red
wag f)agged
that it is my duty to meet and dis- the crew
E. Alger,
American 'bKS r(,:nmf? "" fear"
'
camp in the state of Jalisco, about from William
ticles of the impeachment, charges 5.
Walwest
the
of
of
burned.
lantern
in
the
,'
To
the
part
SO
charge.
miles to the northwest of this Consul at Mazatlan, Mexico, Gran-city- .
Mr -r- yan
the principal speak-0. 7 and 8, were unan imouslv voted
, accomplishment ,
tnis purpose 1 prunusn ray uesi ci- Twenty-fivforeigners there ;ville(R. Huggins, member of a
out.
et before the' Iowa State Dairy asso- - armed men boarded the
MO UN DAYS INDICTED
engine and
forts. With God's help I will faith-- I
threatened with extermination. inent Murfreesboro family, is lield n clt'.ticn convention and the congress
Court was in session little more
17.
Oct.
to
execu--:
train
the
ordered
see
Kan.,
the
the
engineer
and
Leavenworth,
execute
to
keep
fully
The dead Americans are Thomas prisoner In the Mexican City by the of cattlemen. In an interview given
at a standstill. Then about 20 men, than hour. It was officially adjourned tiou of the laws of this great state, Twelve counts of using the mails to
Jinrett, a mine manager, and William Huerta government, accused of
rut. to newspapermen, Mr. Bryan pre- some of them armed, went through a minute after 12 o'clock.
welfare of defraud wero contained in an indictsingle to, the
Mo-(- tn
Almoin- - , t ll a Qf't. with an eye
IT flvnn rP
a mine employe.
iiinsr the rebels.
.
.
VI VliKl
.villi 1111 H.
uii.
dicted that the new tariff law will the coaches and took out five of the
T serve.
, tha snvm-pip-nwYnlA
ment returned acainst Don A. I.Tonn-Da- v
cllbNews of ,the killing reached this
The consul asked that money be lower ..1,
'
'
me uum jlC uui:,, rivin
'S
adThe captives were .not
the
"'?
fieck
1
To
I
passengers.
.
and L. I. W. MounDay, bus wife,
achieve
.
this purpose
city early today. Barrett was mrtr- - sent for ITugs'nB' defense, but
,
stanHal benefits to consumers, anaial,owed tQ rP.en(er the train, which itonert r . Wagner 01 iew yors, ma- vioe
of ml niy of Tepck-i- ,
and
the
support
ask
Kin, ly a fedu 1 r
with an axe by the Mexican, M'.ich as
letter wr.s dated
jprUy leader of the senate, became! fellow'
"rei'.cvc for a ferrtion the fears con(;miea on i(s way aRer citizens.
jury hero today. Tao MounDuys wim
was captured by Kendall and ;f,niber 24, the family, fearing delay, that have been excited before each
lieutenant governor with the removal
dejay
en- -i
ed in tc'hi
Nef Vp1 o
turned over to the rural guards. While
wired to the American stats election bv the advocates ot prorec
Sulzer.
of
m 1 m this
tion
ha I 01 '
corno
murthe guards wero escorting the
No official notice of removal was
department asking that action be tion.
A NICARAGUAN QUAKE
he
Tuir
)' i"i f
Ameiidl
decisderer to Magdalena, they shot him. A ; taken in
record
A
behalf. Huggins
of the
given Sulzer.
n
1 '
1
'
I!
ud
t n
ion of the court was filed with the
story reached the mining camp that served with the First Tennessee regi-th- e
San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua, Oct.
RACES ARE POSTPONED
r
t
11
ii'
t'
fihool.
IN
CONGRESS
to
murderer had been killed by Ken-'methus
TODAY
complying 171 Violent earthquakes today
in the Philippines,
secretary of state,
Lexington, Ky., Oct. 17. Owing
1
c
'
'
111 ll
i
lA
drill, whereupon a number of Mexi-- :
with all the legal requirements to re- the cities of Managua, ilawiya ant"
After being arrested by Huerta pt- a heavy rain during the morning, the
r
ro
deirv
!
move the governor.
erins set up on Kendall and killed fidals In Mazatlan, Mexico, accused trotting races which were to have takGranada, Tho alarmed population,
acts
Tits; sellir
him.
.
The opening of the morning ses- serted their houses for the rulilic
of abetting the rebels, Granville R. en place here today were postponed,
Washington, Oct. 17. Senate: Not
01
t
buildsion waa delayed while tho members squares and open spaces. Ono
The same night about. 100 Mexicans Huggins, member of a prominent
and the four events will be run off in session; meets Saturday.
t
1" I' ! i
all the foreigners In camp. nessee family, was released on small tomorrow. This was to have been the
Banking committee heard Profes- of the senate and assembly were ing collapsed in Jaltora, a suburb of L l'Cl
i1
oobu-Mit
' t
'
The' foreigners took refuge in a mine bail and now is aboard1 the transport final day of the meeting of the Ken- sor Jenks.
gaihering to adopt a concurrent reso- Granada. The earth tremors
i
ot
ill
of
volcano
the
tliOl
22.
It
assowith the activity
after te.lephonini to Magdalena for
House: Met at noon and resumed lution to recess until October
tucky Trotting Horse Breeders'
000.
was
troops. A detachment of 50 rural:
(Continued on Page Four)
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under which the lawmakers may
which it is safe to say that not a
have placed him.
dozen had ever read the Aldrich bid,
The atmosphere of calm, which the
g "rrt..
or knew what was in it or why.
of Literary Digest endeavors to
editor
abwill
successive
president
Every
twist, into a virtual approval of ,the
solutely dominate tho federal reserve new tariff law, is merely the working
board by the. three official members, of this
spirit of determination which
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are manifesting the greatest interest transfer of the United States from
in the forthcoming hearings In New the small list of beef exporting counMexico by the interstate commerce tries to fhe large list of
commission," said Chairman Hugh H.
countries is sharply illustrated by
Williams of the state corporation the August figures of Imports and
AND HIS
commission this morning. "The mem- exports of beef and beef cattle and a
DOG
bers of the commission have visited comparison thereof with the August
all portions of the state and it is safe
Will be here to entertain the parents
figures of earlier years just made by
to predict that when the date of the the foreign and domestic commerce
and children of this town and vicinity.
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United
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the New Mexico business man.
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and beef cattle have fallen from 44
They're
"It Is the contention of the state million dollars' value in the
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commission that the rates In effect to
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all points in New Mexico, both from
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miss
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million
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one
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the east and the west are generally practically
JM;
months of 1913, and that the
excessive and that the towns of this ponding
state ehould enjoy at least as favor- Imports of cattle meantime Increased
able rates as those to Trinidad or El from 9,357 in the eight months ofj
One Year
ill-Mnnlhl
Paso. But whether or not this con 1904 to 340,105 In the same period of:
tention is well founded the hearings 1913, and their value from $181,145
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before the Interstate commission can- In 1904 to $5,031,842 In 1913. As to;
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If Bent otherwise we will
Al- of beef imported for consumption in
the Pennsylvania railroad made ef Wholesale Grocers' association in
responsible for lows
the pur the full fiscal year 1904 was but
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while the single month of July,
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Even
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the hearings will be
being taken by tlis employes to do vised that
17 and 18 ly small number of cattle exported
on
November
In
Roswell
uarauteed the their full duty.
Advertisers are
In 1,852 cases tests were made of and in Albuquerque November 20 and is now less per head than In earlier
circulation
and
weekly
largest dally
years, despite the general advance in
of signals set at dan- 21.
A any newspaper In northern New the observance
prices meantime. The average export
case
one
there
in
all but
ger, and
'idco.
price of the 18,069 head of cattle In
LpUISIANA FLOOD DAMAGE
was perfect performance. Of 526 sigthe
17.
Flood
Oct.
Charles.
Lake
of
eight months ended with August,
La.,
three
nals set at caution, all but
TELEPHONES
the cases observed were duly observ damage in western Louisiana will 1913, was $34, against an average of
Main- 2 ed. There were 1,321 tests of the ob- reach several millions of dollars, it 68 for the 418,865 head of cattle exto'mes Office
Main 9 servance by englnemen of flagmen'B is stated with certainty now that ported In the corresponding months
tffw!S P!S8 PjSfti
News Department
signals, and in not a single case was the waters have subsided sufficiently of 1904. On the Import side there Is
there failure to obey the rule per- that a fairly accurate estimate enn a decrease of about 20 per cent in
FI.R'AY, OCTOBER 17, 1913
be made.
The greatest money loss the valuation per head, the 340,105
fectly.
Particular attention was also given falls on the rice planters. The sea- cattle imported In the eight months
THE CUKKUNCY BILL
to the' performance of flagmen of son had been ideal and the floods ended with August, 1913, being valued
their required duty, there being 5,989 raiiifi just when harvesting was get- at $15 per head, compared with $19
The president Is reported to be tests on this subject, out oi which ting under way. Much rice In the per head for the 9,357 cattle importstrongly insisting that congress shall there was perfect performance in all shock was ruined as was the ripe rice ed in the corresponding months of
remain in continuous session, if nec- but 13 cases.
slill uncut. While the business dis- 1904. The character of the cattle im
essary, and at any rate to seep stead
Conformity of engiuemeu to speed trict of this and numerous offier ported differs, of course, radically
ily at it until & currency bill U pass- limit regulations was tested in 0,570 places were flooded there was ample from that of those exported, being
Ho is definitely committed to cases, with 21 failures. Observance time for merchants to move stocks so mostly, on the export side, grain-feed.
the was made in 12,012 cases to ascertain
a i;icat:ura whoso support
that this damage was negligible. The animals ready for slaughtering, and
negligible, but whether trains were leaving or arrivbank! x.i is almost
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railways were heavy losers, as bridg- on the. Import sirfy pass-fewhich must utterly fail without Uifcir
at stations ahead of time. !n ev- es and long sections of road bed were many cases but one or two years of
ing
support, says the San Francisco ery case tested the performance was washed out. Considerable damage al age. Practically all of the cattle Im:- -:
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he murdered July and August the imports aggrefear of the baleful influence of
These popular shoes possess all
his father,, mother, sister and a young gated 642,394 pounds and 1,151,626
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tics in what is essentially a
style and
school teacher residing at his house. pounds, respectively, and partial re
tisan matter. And if the president is
comfort possible in childrens shoes and come in
turns tfirlientA tTinfr thft Sentpmher fltr.
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The Literary Digest has forsaken The next night he burned the house
to do politics with monetary legislaa large variety of desirable models. The quality
tion. It Is certain that he or others its attitude of impartiality long to conceal his crime. A desire to in ures will also approximate one million &
will do politics with monetary admin- enough to show its sympathy for the herit an estate was the motive ascrib-- Pounds
is such
every pair is GUARANTEED to give
istration.
Wilscnian tariff program by declar- ed for the quadruple killing.
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Foley Kidney Pills Succeed
a
political
federal reserve board by
"The most remarkable thing about MEETING OF OREGON EDITORS
Because they are an honestly made
body to the complete exclusion of the the new tariff law in the opinion1 of
Portland, ' Ore., Oct. 17. A nation- medicine that relieyes promptly the
owners of the capital to be controlled one observer, Is the calmness with al movement to erect a monument to suffering due to weak, inactive kidneys and painful bladder action. They
by that body is not lased on fear that whieu it is received by those very in- Homer Davenport, the celebrated car-i- t offer a
powerful help to nature In
any president would appoint unworthy terests which only a few months ago
onist and writer, was inaugurated building up the true excretin? kidney
men to the central board or that any- were proclaiming frantically that its "day at the annual meeting of the tissue in restoring normal action and
TRY
thing like "graft" would be possible. passage would be the signal for chaos Oregon State Press association. Mr. relieving bladder discomforts.
THEM. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Nobody fear3 anything of the kind. and disaster in the world of Ameri-en- Davenport was a native of Oregon.
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proved by Chairman Glass In his for- American business. Under these traday for Canada to resume his duties 300,000 acres, was set aside during
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still adhered to his tottering fortunes.
On the side of the Germans there
were, Prussians, Austrians, Russians
and Swedes and even a detachment
of British troops, a rocket brigade, in
all about 200,000 men, while more
than 200,000 men fought on the French
side. More than 3,000 cannon were
employed during the four day of the
battle, which has gone down in history as the biggest and bloodiest bat-tisince the remote days of Xerxes,
The battle of Leipsic was the culmination of the struggle of the German countries to free themselves
from the Napoleonic yoke. Napoleon
had suffered tremendous losses during 1812, but with a last effort he
had organized a new army of nearly
300.000 men with which he invaded
Germany in the following ...year. The
uermans, realizing inai me cniicai
moment had arrived which would de- cide the future and w.ould either free
them forever from the French or perpetuate Napoleon's rule over them,
staked everything upon the outcome
of the great battle which was fought
upon the great plain near Leipsic,
For three days the battle raged back
and forth, undecided, but with slight
advantage to. the allies. On the fourth
day Napoleon realized, that he was
fast losing ground and ordered a retreat under cover of the rear guard
which continued the fight to prevent
the main body of the French army
from being blocked. When the French
army retreated 80,000 dead and wounded were left upon the battlefield,
which included Letpsic and its suburbs.
Napoleon's defeat at Leipsic compelled him to return to France. The
allies undcrtpsk to intercept him, but
he brushed them aside at Hanau, on
October 30, and' finally succeeded In
placing the Rhine between himself
and his pursuers. At Leipsic Napoleon had received a blow from
which he never recovered. He had
used up the last of the great armies
immediately available to him, and
e

GERMANY JOINS IN REJOICING
OVER VICTORY OF 100
YEARS AGO
Leipsic, Saxony, Oct. 17. Never
in her history has the Saxon'
entertained such a large
of notables as is now assembled
ioV.rnHon of tha nna
i
i,
hundredth anniversary of the battle

his subsequent struggles were against
odds that rendered his success Impossible.
Germany celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of the battle of Leipsic in
1863. Today it is an infinitely greater
Germany than it was in 1863, united,
strong and powerful and enjoying
peace and prosperity.
The monument which has been
erected to commemorate the great
battle and' what it stands for, occupies the top of an artificial elevation.
It had to. b made because nowhere
in the vicinity of Leipsic ia there
anything that would deserve the name
of a hill. Like most of the German
national monuments the Leipsic monument Is an imposing, almost overwhelming structure, built all of dark,
stone, hewn in huge blocks
anil
- - 'donean in its forbiddine massiveness. lerraces mouni 10 u anu
its base shows the carved figure of
St. Michael in gigantic proportions.
To the right and the left of the figure
the stone is carved to represent a
battlefield strewn with dead, while
down upon It look the divinities of
war. Then rises the huge trunk of
the monument. Beneath the top a
square block of stone, a ring of
figures encircles' it, which represent the union and' strength of the
German states forming the federation. The entire monument is mirrored in the water of a pond extending along the front of the monument
and trees form the background of the
massive structure.
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RITE MASONS' MEETSANTA FE IS NEAR-INCOMPLETION
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Santa Fe, N M., Oct.
Scottish Rite Masons tonight will complete the conferring of the degrees of
their rite. This morning the thirtieth degree was given, while the
thirty-firs- t
was put in the afternoon.
The thirty-secondegree wil be conferred tonight, ending the three days'
ceremonial session.
The class of candidates receiving
the degrees is made up of 54, two
of whom are from Las Vegas. The
list is as follows:
Art, Stewart Loce, Silver City.
Andrews, Francis Lawrence, Gallup.
Bean, Richard Stephen, Roswell.
nickels, William Michael, Gallup.
Beeman, Porter Roy, Albuquerque.
Blake, George Washington, Loving-ton.- 17.--T-

TO

Simple Remedy to Correct Constipation Before It Becomes
Chronic

DEVORE

SERVE-WHOL-

SENTENCE

few people go through life
without some time or other being
troubled with constipation. Thousands
injure themselves by the use of strong
cathartics, salts, mineral waters, pills
and similar things. They have temporary value in some cases, it is true,
but the good effect Is soon lost, and
the more one takes of them the less
effective they become.
A physic or purgative is seldom necessary, and much better and more permanent results can be obtained bv us
s
ing a scientific remedy like Dr.
does
hot
hide
It
Syrup Pepsin.
behind a high sounding name, but is
what it is represented to be, a mild
laxative medicine. It Is so mild that
thousands of mothers give it to tiny
infants, and yet it is so compounded,
and contains such definite ingredients
that it will have equally good effect
when used by a person suffering from
the worst chronic constipation. In
fact, among the greatest endorsers of
Syrup Pepsin are elderly people who
have suffered for years and found
nothing to benefit them until they
took Syrup Pepsin.
It is a fact that millions of families
have Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin constantly in the house, homes like those
of Mr. H. W. Fenstermaker, Seigfrled1,
Pa. He says he has had. wonderful
results from the use of Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin, that, in fact, he has nev- Very

THE SUPREME COURT DECIDES
AGAINST APPEAL OF THE
JAIL DELIVERER
v

mm.

Santa Fe, Oct. 17. The Devore
case as It is called, and one which
has attracted considerable attention
among the legal fraternity of the
state, was decided In the supreme
court yesterday, by the quashing of
the writ of habeas corpus and remanded the prisoner. H. C. Devore
and others broke out of the Otero
county jail, assaulting and binding the,
jailer as they did so. Devore, who-waregarded as the leader, was sentenced to from eight to ten years In
the penitentiary for Jail breaking. A
writ of habeas corpus was applied for,
issued and heard some three months
ago. The contention was that Devore
had not committed such a crime as to
call for the heavy sentence he was
given. The case was regarded as aa
Important one especially because ct
Its bearing on the Interpretation ot
common
the
law in Nev

DR. H. W. FENSTERMAKER
er found a remedy so good, and he is
glad to recommend it. The special
value of this grand laxative tonic is
that is suited to the needs of every
member of the family. It is pleasant-tastinmild and
Unlike
harsh physics, it works gradually and
in a very brief time the stomach and
bowel muscles are trained to' do their
work naturally again, when all medicines can be dispensed with.
You can obtain a bottle at any drug
store for fifty cents or one dollar.
The latter 'size is usually bought by
families who already know its value.
.
Bufkin, Edward Francis, Alamogor-doResults are always guaranteed or
money will be refunded.
Mexico.
Burdette, Arthur Alexander, Silver.
1
Families wishing to try a free sam,
City.
Devore is the man who with Dar-rple bottle can obtain it postpaid by adRexroad broke out of the
Burt, George William, Silver City.
419
dressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
two weeks ago, and
Carter, John William, Silver City.
Women Need Health
Washington St., Monticello, 111. A was recaptured before 24 hours had
Albert French,
Codington,
and Strength
postal card with your name and ad passed
wom-rby Warden McManus himself.
The work of a
dress on it will do.
in
makes a constant call
The supreme court also decided anher
C'.ctfoidor, Rea Allen, Hurley.
ptren:rth and vitality, and sickness
other Important case Involving
Corn, James W. Tucumcarl
Geeson, Arthur, San Pedro.-Gelscomes through her kidneys and bind-tieArcy, Chancellor;
Frederick Mullsr licenses, In O. Lorenzlno vs. the liquor
Rufus,
George
Craig,
Albuquerque,
State
oftener than she knows. Foley
Floyd Arthur, Epanda.
Almoner; Charles M. Stauffer, Min ex rel John James. The
Charles
Day,
Lucius,
Gallup.
reopinions
Pills
will
and
invigorate
Kidney
ister of State;, Melvfn T. Dunlavy,
Gephart, Oliver, Dorsey, Kotina.
store her, and weak back, nervousbriefly are as follows:
Dunn, William Kennington, Roswell.
Goforth, Harry Blaln, Santa Rita. Registrar;
Hiram B. Cartwright,
bladand
ness, nehlng joints
Ex Parte, H. C. Devore, habeas corIrregular
Eaves, John Simeon, Lovingtan.
Gooding, Lee Parks, Hurley.
der action will all disappear when
Treasurer; Alan R. McCord, Primate; pus, No. 1,597.
Theodore
Rita.
Santi
Ellis,
Karlson,
O.
G.
Green, Ernest Ormsby, Dulce.
Fn'pv Kidnev Pills are used.
wesiey o. Connor, Jr., Master of
Original application by H. C. DeFrane, George, Albuquerque .
Kchacfer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Hanna, Samuel Gray, San Marcial. Ceremonies; Frank E. Andrews, Ex- vore for writ of habeas
Adv
Garrett, John Thomas, Lovington
corpus. Writ
Heard, Allen Clinton, Carlsbad.
Edward R. Paul, Assistant Issued and
pert;
had on return
hearing
Jaffa, Arthur Goldsmith, Santa Fe. Expert; Samuel G. Cartwright, Cap thereto. Writ
quashed and prisoner
Lougee, George, Santa Fe.
tain of the Guards; George A. Riddle, remanded.
Littlefield, George Theodore, Kenna. Sentinel.
Reaffirms Socorro Case
Carls- Thirty-firs- t
Livington, Joseph Nov-ton-,
Degree. Hall of Justice
State of New Mexico, appellee, vs.
bad.
r1!
t
Harry S. Bowman, Husiris.
Jose Sanchez y Armijo, appellant,
Mirnljres
John
W. Mayes, Atum.
Mattocks,
Harry,
from Socorro county.
1 U
if
Mclfee, Hiram Rober, East Las
Edmund C. Abbott, Ma.
Upon rehearing having been grant
Vegas.
Marvin G.' Yates Isis.
ed and the cause
and subMornsett, Allen Floyd.
Edward R. Paul, Nephthys.
Albuquer- mitted to. the court, the court an
o.ue.
Wesley O. Connor, Jr.., Keghsenuf. nounces its decision adhering to the
Northwood, Alfr?l. Ernest. Wagon
Charles M. Stauffer,
former opinion which affirmed th"
Mound.
Melvin T. Dunlavy. Hani.
judgment of the court below.
Glenn A. Gray, Amset.
Ormsbee, Robert Loster, Santa Fe.
New Superintendent
James A. Rolls, Horus.
Patterson, Earl Las ( 'races,
At a meeting of the board of
Eu?ene
Robert J. Crichton, Thoth.
Payer, Clarenjo
of the New Mexico reform school
Robert L. Cooper, Anupu.
held this week, J. D. McPike was
Hall of Equity
Pegler, Arthur G., Santa Rita.
elected superintendent, eucceedlng J.
James A. Rolls, Venerable Presi- F. Hutchinson who had held the posiPeterson, Peter M., Gibson.
Porter, Wade Thompson, Santa Fe. dent.
tion for over a year past. The new
Pressler, Louis Phillip, Magdalena.
John V. Mayes, First Councillor.
superintendent is a former Kansas
RIehl, John Arthur, Albuquerque.
man.
Edmund C. Abbott, Second
Ritter, Rollin, Bliack Rock. .
Robinson, Herbert, Fulwiler, Albu
Robert J. Crichton, Provost Mar
IF
shal.
querque.
HIT BACK
Alton S. Kirkpatrick, Zarathustra.
Ryser, Charles, East Las Vegas.
Marvin G. Vates, Manu.
Sackett, Edward Dillon, Albuquer
AND STO'MCII SGU.1S
que.
Melvin T. Dunlavy, Hermes.
Edward R. Paul, Confucius.
Thomas, Forest Leonard, Albuquer
que.
"PAPE'S DIAPCPSIN" ENDS STOM
Harry S. Bowman, Moses.
John S. R. Hammitt, Minos.
ACH MISERY, INDIGESTION
Walton, William Randolph, Albu
IN 5 MINUTES
querque.
Wesley O. Connor, Jr., Numa.
Charles M. Stauffer, Alfred.
Wickham, William Henry, Santa
Fe.
Thirty-Sceno- d
If what you just ate is souring on
Degree
The thirty-seconWilkison, William John, Roswell.
degree, Master your stomach or lies like a lump of
of the Royal Secret, is the highest lead, refusing to digest, or you belch
Windsor, King Olaf, Santa Fe.
Winter, Boyd Wahl, Santa Fe.
degree achieved by the majority of gas and eructate sour, undigested
are the cere- Masons. The officials conferring it food, or have a feeling of dizziness,
Beautiful,
indeed,
monies which surround the confer- are the following:
heartburn, fullness, nausea, bad taste
Charles A. Wheelon, Master of Ka- in mouth and stomach headache, you
ring of the degrees and many are the
can get blessed relief in five minutes,;
officials who take part.
dosh.
Ask your pharmacist to show you
John S. R. Hammitt, Prior.
Knight Kadosh
the formula, plainly printed on these
Francis C. Wilson, Preceptor.
Harry H. Dorman, preceptor
fifty-cecases of Pape's Diapepsln,
Fi.-s-c
Apartmet't
Wesley O. Connor, Jr., Marshal of
then you will understand why dysCharles M. Stavffer, so'ri: rt the Ceremonies.
John W. Mayes, Minister of State. peptic troubles of all kinds must go,
past.
Norman L. King, captain of the
Charles M. Stauffer, Master of the and why they relieve sour,
stomachs or Indigestion in five minGuards.- guard.
utes. "Pape's Diapepsln" is harmleas ;
It's just what its name implies just to
Will not change or darken the color of the
Second Apartment
Guards of the Camp
make the hair glossy, and lustrous, and more hair. Contains no oil ; therefore, cannot leave
Thomas J. Sanford, Hieropbant.
Norman L. King, Commander; Ed tastes like candy, though each dose
will digest and prepare for assimilabeautiful
M.
just to make it easier to dress, and the hair sticky ortostringy.
mund C. Abbott, Robert
Charles
V. Boyle,
Stauffer, Sacrlficer.
use, very easy to apply
tion into the blood all the food you
Very pleasant
more natural to fall easily and gracefully into
L.
Norman
of
James
Lieutenant
C.
RobW.
the
King,
Iden,
Chaves, Earl
sprinkle a little on your hair each time
the wavy lines and folds of the coiffure, just to simply
Guard.
ert J. Crichton, James W. Norment, eat; besides, it makes you go to the
before brushing it.
table with a healthy appetite; hut.
give that delightful fresh and cool effect, and
Glenn A. Gray, Harry S. Bowman, ErTo thoroughly clean your hair and scalp,
Third Apartment
what
will please you most, Is that you
leave a lingering, delicate, elusive perfume.
use
James A. Massie, Supreme Judge. nest O. Prehm, James L. Seligman,
will feel that "your stomach and intesJohn W. Mayes, First Frank Judge. E'obert W. Butt, Emmett J. DeArcy, tines
are clean and fresh, and you will
James G. Fitch, Second Frank Marvin G. Yates, William C. Fielden. not
need to resort to laxatives or liver
Vedic and Zend Worshippers
Judge.
pills for biliousness or constipation.
Harold F. Coggeshall, Third Frank
A liquid shampoo to keep the hair clean, soft, smooth and beautiful, It
Llewellyn C. Hall, Chief WorshipThis city will have many "Pane's
gives
an instantaneous rich, foaming lather, penetrating to every part of the hair
per; John W. Mayes, Harold F. Cog- Diapepsln"
Judge. , ;
cranks, as some peopla
Corin
C. Collins,
Fourth Frank geshall, Edward R. Paul, Melvin T. will call
and scalp. It is washed off just as quickly, the entire operation taking only
but you will be enthem,
a few moments.
Judse.
Dunlavy, Michael O'Neill, James P. thusiastic about this
splendid stomach
Norman. L. King, Provost of Jus-- ! MeNulty.
It leaves no lumps or stickiness.
preparation, too, if you ever take it
a
of
tice.
sense
Just refreshing
cool, sweet cleanliness.
for indigestion, gases, heartburn, sour
Just a dainty, pleasant and clean fragrance.
Fourth Apartment
Neuralgia ot the face, shoulder, ness, dyspepsia, or any stomach
Both in
d
ornamental bottles, with sprinkler tops.
Harry H. Dorman, Preceptor.
or feet requires a powerful
hands
Harmony Hair Beautifier, $i.oo ; Harmony Shampoo, 50c.
Edward R. Paul, First Sub Precep- remedy that will penertate the flesh.
Get some now, this minute, and rid
Both guaranteed to please you, or your money back.
tor.
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT
of stomach trouble and indi
yourself
that power. Ribbed in where
Sold only by th more than 7000 Rexall Store
The World't Greatest Drug Stores and
James W Chaves, Second Sub Prein five minutes. Adv.
gestion
made in our own big Boston Laboratories, where all the delightful HARMONY. VIOLET
is
is
the
felt
all
is
that
necessary
pain
DULCE and BOUQUET JEAN1CE Perfume, and Toilet Preparations are made.
ceptor.
to relieve suffering and restore norJohn S. R. Hammitt, Orator.
mal
conditions. Price 25c, 50c and Stomach Trouble and Constipation
Sold in this community only at
Norman L. King, Master of Cere- $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Centrai
Cured
'
Drug Co. Adv.
monies.
"I was pick for three years with
, Michael O'Neill, Expert.
stomach trouble and constipation, docQuick Help to Backache and RheuJames P. MeNulty, Assistant
tored continually with different physi
matism
Cor. 6th. and Douglas Sts.
pert.
,
The man or woman who wants cians, w!ib only temporary relief,"
Ceremonial and Official
quick help from backache and rheu- says Mrs. Hester Wa.ft, of Antwerp,
LAS
NEW MEX
de- - matism, will find it In Foley Kidney
The ceremonial , and oiBcial
Ohio. "A friend advised me to try
'
""
mm
and thirty-secon- Pills. They act so quickly and with Chamberlain's Tablets, which I H3,
grees are the thirty-firs- t
ySBllWBP11!!11
such good effect that weak, inactive
They are conferred by th3 kidneys that do not keep the blood and continued to use them for wo
New Mexico Consistory No. 1.
clean and free of impurities, are ton- year, snd they completely curpj t .
II
W
to healthy not
ed up and strengthened
'Htm"
p
The officials are aa follows:
only of the stomach 1rolb
follow
KAAwt
James A. Massie, Prior; Harry S. vigorous action. Good O.results
a'.
of the const!;;?.! ion." IVr p. ;
G.
use
TRADE
their
Schaefer
MARK
promptly.
ai'
Bowman, Preceptor; Emmett J. Ie- - and Red Crow Drug Co. Adv.
'"iilliiiiiin
Adv.
i y all dealers.

of Leipsic. ' Emperor William heads
Tia ifRf nf visitors, which also in- eludes the rulers of practically all of
the states of the empire. The Emperor of Austria, the Emperor of Russia and the King. of Sweden have sent
personal representatives to take part
in the festivities. In the crowds that
throng the streets and fill the cafes
and other public places are to be
seen officers wearing the uniform distinctive of the armies of a dozen of
the European nations.
Today, aided by a program of oratory, pageantry and military display,
the people of a united Germany looked backward 100 years and bowed1
low to the warriors who won "the
battle of the nations," the fight which
broke the power of Napojeon and
reach a climax in the dedication of
the $10,000,000 monument erected by
the people of Germany in commemor- stion of their victory.
The battle of Leipsic, known
throughout the world as "the Battle
of the Nations," emphatically deserved that name, for it was a desperate
struggle of the German nations and
their allies against Napoleon's army
composed of Frenchmen and soldiers
of the few German countries which
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etuve their trade and inform tne Pro" made.

VRES1LIN0 BOUT CON STITUT 0 NAL; VEGETABLES
1

HI THE OPERA

PARTY HAY BE

HOUSE

RECOGNIZED

A. GYROSCOPE
HE'S NOT
SIAN WILL MEET ALL
ERS SATURDAY

COM-

Buford,

PLENTIFUL ON

ARII

(Continued From Page One.)

A RUS-

ARE

HOUSEWIVES WILL HAVE LARGE
SELECTION FOR THE

en route to San Francisco,

prletors of the action of the delivery
men. A well kept park row In front
of a residence improves property and
makes the etreet far better in ap.
pearance.
The proper method of handling the
delivery question Is to force each boy
to deliver goods by a rear entrance if
such is possible and in this way the
park rows will not be destroyed1,
thinks the mayor. In several places
surbing. is needed for the parkings
and Mayor Taupert Is anxious that
either a board or cement curbing be
installed.
The city force for the past few
days has been employed on Lincoln
avenue, grading the street for two
blocks. Every street in the city will
be Improved in a similar way by the
city. It is essential, however, that all
parkings be maintained properly, if
the improvement is to be of benefit.
The parking suggestion is a good one,
according to numerous residents, and
it is expected that immediate action
will be taken by the citizens and property owners.

In. fact they are so popular
that many of the students are playing
at 6 o'clock In the morning.

t

THY OUR. "AUTO GLAS"
IT WILL SAVE YOU EYfcS

FINE FOR. SHOOTING

8

BltltM
THE

THE NEW YORK AND LONDON

0
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A

ROMANCE

THRILLS

DOUGLAS WOOD
NENA BLAKE
T. E. B. HENRY
JOHN C. BROWNELL
ESTELLE WYNNE WALTER FREDERICKS
CLYDE NORTH
JOHN C FENTON
CLARENCE ROCKFELLER
GRAYDON FOX
ALBERT MATTISON and others

1

Play For All Women Who Are Married or Expi Gl to Be

The Kind and Queen of England saw it twice during its eiht months' run at the
New Theatre, and pronounced it the finest love story they have yet seen on the
stat-'- e

PRICES
Seats

on Sale

at

75c, $1.00 and $1.BO

Murphey's Oct.

12

M

long downward movement had prac- mand which had benefited many of

tically discounted the recognized unfavorable influences, but they were
unwilling to back these assertions
with aggressive buying, and trading
languished on the upturn. Gains of
in
a point or so were established
some of the favorite issues including Amalgamated,' Reading and Steel.
Bonds were easy.
When jthe shorts discovered there
was a plentiful supply of stock they
but prices
caused active bldti:?-:- .
Some weak
were well maintain .
spots cropped out, notably in Union
Pacific preferred, Tennessee Copper
and St. Paul preferred.
Disadvantageous market conditions
enabled the bear faction to start renewed liquidation in some of the
more vulnerable stocks. Rock Island
shares fell to the year's lowest, and
there was a suspension of the de

IF YOU ARE TROUBLED WITH FITS

Exclusive Styles,

TRIUMPH

rki ft if

ROBERT OBER
ADELAIDE HASTINGS
MARY CARLISLE
MAURICE BARRET
CLARKE SILVERNAIL

FINE

five-foo-

N

The NOTABLE COMPANY includes

'

-

n

0

Presents

COMEDY

A COMEDY OF LOVE AND
FULL OF LAUGHS Aft'D

chap-cronag- e

mm

pa

1

DY JAMES MOHTtOMtRY

.

mi

16

ORIGINAL NEW 'Y0RK7PP0 DUCT
WILLIAM A. BRADY LTD.

S

Old-Tim- e

OCTOBER

THURSDAY,

.

a:

x

Robert Hilliard has begun his forty-on- e
week tour from coast to coast in
"The Argyle Case," under the direction, of Klaw and Erlanger.

according to advices received by the
The prospects for a good Sunday's
Muggins family from the American
dinner are good, although the quality
state department today.
of some articles of food has fallen
with the advanced season. The vaHatred for Diaz .
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Havana, Oct. 17. Placards purport riety remains the same as last week
reKansas
of
wIth
This
time
few
a
additions.
City, Oct. 17. Hogs,
various
Mexicans
ing to be signed by
5
3.000.
cents
i8
Market
lower.
the
the
best
of
the
ceipts
year
perhaps
residing in Havana, who threaten to
Bulk $7.958.20;
lul
u..m.s
heavy $88.20;
iu..ua ul cfiresist the landing of General Felix
The
packers and butchers $S8.25; lights
,
aSaRRinnt
him if hP etables at a minimum, price.
ni.
$7.858.20; pigs $G7.75.
were posted market is stocked heavily and anyshould come ashore,
Cattle, receipts 5,000. Market steaable to throw a man weighing 200 throughout the city today. A wire- thing desired may be obtained. The
was
as
of
the
the
advice
Prime fed steers $S.759.35;
dy.
physician,
In all of Professor Wood's less dispatch from the steamer
pounds.
the
of
of
the
dressed
advice
beef steers $7.75S.75;
who
man
grandparents
to
the
see
has
he
on board of which General
travels,
yet
is to eat all the
western steers $6.408.75; southern
can throw: Gyroscope.
Diaz is coming here, says that the present generation,
steers $5.507; cows $4.257; heifMr, Gyroscope is almost "human." vessel will arrive at 8 o'clock tomor- vegetables possible at this time of the
ers $59; stockers and feeders $5.50
year for the benefit of the health.
You will think so when you see him. row morning.
Tomorrow's market list shows the
Q7.80; bulls $4.506..r0; calves $5
He can put himself at any angle and
The secret police have been order--!
9.
NORMAL NOTES
,
there remain indefinitely. He can lie ed by the authorities to prohibit all following vegetables fqr the Sunday
Market
Sheep,
receipts 5,000.
Cat on his back, then get up without communication between the ship and dinner: Irish potatoes, New Jersey
sweet
tomatoes,
potatoes,
cabbage,
Lambs
'f
$
a
"3
to
(3
strong.
4
4
!
'I1
effort
t
4
position.
standing
$C6.75; yearlings
$
apparent
the shore, except by persons fully au
The Trigonian, or Boys' Literary $35.50; wethers $44 . 75 ; ewes
Just think, he only weighs 2S pounds thorized. Should General Diaz land, cauliflower, beets, turnips, carrots,
and measures only 24 inches in diam- tho hotel at which he stays is to be celery, cranberries, squash, pumpkins society, met last Wednesday at cha- 3.504.25. ..
and soup hunches. In addition to this pel time and brought up new busieter and yet his "metal" processes
by polite and a strong de- usual list a fine
protected
of
quality of okra may ness and amendments to the constirate
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
are revolving at the awful
tachment c!' rural guards.
food is shipped
This
obtained.
be
Oct. 17.- - Wheat today
minte.
Chicago,
tution. The society is now an asper
from California an doubtless will sured fact and the first
net lower on LiverA. Gyroscope, with all his super
opened
will
program
No Dut yon Cotton
prove an excellent dish for tho.se who be delivered at the next
and depression in Wall
natural strength, is a funny fellow.
weakness
pool
17.
meeting,
American
Calexico, Calif., Oct.
like It.
Ilia peculiar ways cause gales of cotton
which will be held a week from next street, but there was a slight reaction
in the Mexican terrigrowers
In fruits apples are the strpngest
Is
all
there
with
it
en shorti covering and moderate pur
laughter and yet
tory of Lower California became bidders for the searching eye. They Wednesday.
chases by commission concerns. The
something intensely interesting and worried
a
over
the
that
report
today
still sell at 5 cents the pound, and
educational. To 'make public a great
to
cent
A number of the students went on close was nervous
constitutionalist invasion was con- are excellent. Positively the last of
secret, Mr. Gyroscope is eventually
net
lower.
a
the
under
last
hike
Saturday
and called upon Carlos the watermelons and canteloupes will
going to be the means whereby aerial templated,
In spite of lower cables, corn, after
of Professors Hargrove and
Mendoza, revolutionay agent here, to be on the market tomorrow. Pears,
solved
will
bo
absolutely
navigation
an
opening, developed
irregular
was
a
time
This
affair,
Kelley.
good
if they were grapes,
in the near future, and, still further, learn whether the rebels,
peaches, bananas and or- and
were from
First
to
strength.
prices
one
are
that
of
the
was
many
duties
would
in
exact export
power,
anges also may be obtained. ,, The
lie's the fellow who makes it possible
to
cent
to
lower
atadvance, and
as
first of preserving figs have been re- follow. The same students
to be no longer an on cotton.
for the mono-rai- l
was
material gain.
there
subsequent
are
the
tended
these
last
year
picnics
Mendoza declared that no export ceived and are selling at 15 cents the
experiment, but a reality? The beauty
The close was unsettled V2 to
this
promoters
year.
for
and
that
quart. These are the Magnolia figs
of Gyroscope, is that he appeals not duties would be levied,
cent under last night.
only to the spoil loving public but to eign ranchers in Lower California and make an excellent preserve.
Oats, which at first turned downare
and
clubs
The
band
girls' glee
The meat lineup is good as usual.
the educational as. well. See him, if would be protected as long as they
with Wheat, rallied when corn
ward
work
and
for
fast
by
ready
getting
strict
observed
neutrality.
you think you're husky enough, grapTurkeys, geese, ducks, chickens, beef,
to bulge.
in
began
will
the
posbe
best
pork, veal, mutton and lamb adorn Thanksgiving
ple with him.
sales of provisions started at
First
to
before
the
condition
sible
A REVIVED!
appear
the meat blocks of all the butcher
2Vz off to a rise of 10.
Teachers'
association.
State
the
of
the
for
inspection
shops ready
The closing quotations were as folhousewife. The dinner will be gool,
Health, Eating Grape-NutH1NES
The juniors are going on a hay ride lows :
"I had been sick for 10 years with all right, and no housewife need worry
Wheat, Dec. 82; May 87.
dyspepsia and a lot of complications," concerning her menu for Sunday's big tonight. This is the first and probDec. 60; May ,fiS.
be
is
to
one
Corn,
that
the
last
given
feed.
ably
wrote an Ark. woman.
Oats, Dec. 37; May 41.
Should any housewife be inclined to until spring.
"An operation was advised, change
Pork, Jan. $19.47; May $19.57-A- .
of climate was suggested, but no one be inclined to be economical In prea
is
class
The
the
Lard, Jan. $10.27; May $10.45.
following
sophomore
planning
repasts
to
was
know just what
the paring Sunday's
seemed
ORE BEING TAKEN FROM THESE
Ribs, Jan. $10.27; May $10.45.
matter.' I was in bed three days In menu, consisting entirely of potatoes, party for Hallowe'en, but nothing de
MINES THAT IS CONSIDERED
This
as
was
menu
decided
been
prethis
finite
yet.
has
be
used;
the week and got so thin I weighed might
VALUABLE
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
woman who party will be the first class affair of
only 89 lbs.. No food seemed to agree pared by an Industrious
not
New
meat
would
York, Oct. 17. Evidences of
strike
a
the
finds
that
year.
with me.
an
condition were apparent
home:
oversold
American
liaton, N. M., Oct. 17 During the
the
affect
average
to
was
"I told my husband I
going
BREAKFAST
Vast several days, .great Interest has
A number of the students are show- today.
Early
selling was due in large
to
food
some
kind
of
predigested
try
been aroused in the startling results
out of impaired marto
school
Potatoes
to
the
by
part
closing
their
Shoestring
loyalty
ing
see if I could keep from this feeling
Boiled Potatoes wearing the school colors in the form gin accounts, and when this process
Baked Potatoes
being reported from assays being of continued
hunger.
imade on ore taken from the numerGerman Fried1 Potatoes
of purple neckties with the letters was completed large operators began
"Grape-Nute- s
and cream was the
ous paying properties in the Red
DINNER
to work for a rally on the theory
N. M. N. IT. In white.
food I got and nothing has seemed
Potato Soup
River gold mining district. Within a to
snch a movement was Justified
that
I
feel
never
it.
me
like
satisfy
Potatoes"
to
radius of five miles of the little minextent of the decline.
Hash
Brown
the
is
who
Helma
Miss
Vollmer,
by
hungry, ''"but have a natural appetite.
French Fried Potatoes
In spite of heavy shrinkage in marteach the Spanish classes this year
ing town of Red River, the following Have had no nervous spells since I
Creauied Potatoes
oight properties are making rapid began this food, and have taken no
arrived Wednesday and' will assume ket values recently, no sizeable dePotatoes au Gratin her duties the first of next week.
mand from Investors had been stimstrides in development work and all medicine.
SUPPER
of them showing tip "pay dirt:" The
ulated, it was said by commission
"I have gained so much strength
Lyonaise Potatoes
The tennis courts are as popular houses, and the buying which sent
Caribel, Golden Treasure. Blue Rock, that I now do all my housework and
Mashed Potato
as they were at the first of the year tip prices was the result of profesMemphis,
Inferno, Stella, and the feel well and strong. My weight has Potato Pancakes
Saratoga Chip Potatoes
Reed and Sca'cyarda properties. H. increased 8 lbs. in 8 weeks and I shall
and If there is as great a demand in sional Initiative, with covering c.f
Tv. Pratt, of the Caribel mine, left
the future for them as there has short contracts a considerable factor.
s
as it Is far
always eat Grape-NutBull traders contended that the
been in the past a third court will be
ituuuu
medicines."
than
taking
pleasantef
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mieresieu
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ju
parties
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
promising mine and Engineer Farris
Roafl tQ
Read ..
will leave tomorrow, auer oewg m VVeIlville," in nkgs. "There's a rea- - ACCOMPANY A LECTURE
Ralon. for the past week in the inter- - son."
ests of the Caribel property, in which
Ever read the above letter 7 A new
work
has
recent.
development
MAKES ARRANGEone appears frorrv,time to time. They OR. LANDAiU
t
vein of
brought to light a
MENTS FOR UNIQUE FEATURE, i
ate genuine, true, and full of human
ore assaying $60 to the ton. F. W. Interest Adv.
AT ENTERTAINMENT
Reed, of the June Bug Mill, recently
passed through Raton with 30 pounds
Songs of the Holy Land, sung in
"The Strange Woman," a new play
of bullion as a result of one month's
the
Ferlanguage of the Holy Land the
Elsie
with
by William Hurlbut,
will be a feature of
run.
guson in the leading part, opened at ancient Hebrew
Dr.
Jacob H. Landau
the
of
lecture
on
N.
of
J.,
Atlantic City,
Thursday
at the Duncan opera house next
A new play by George Brdadhurst last week.
'
and Abraham Schomer, entiled To
Thursday evening. The songs will be
day," was given its first performance
A singer named Mary Tucker calls sung by a quartette composed of Mrs.
at one of the New York theaters the herself "The Mary Garden of Rag Roy Prentice, Mrs. Ryman, George
Smith and Leon Guy. Mrs. Charles
other night.
time."
O'Maileyi, director of the choir of
ac
It is reported that Lew Dockstader Temple Monteflore, will play the
"Laddies," a recent popular novel,
;'
companiments.,
sea-as
will
Othello
the
Delamater
A.
appear
coming
Q.
la to be dramatized.
The subject of the lecture, which
son.
i
will stage the play.
will be illustrated by over 100
'A
slides, is "The Holy Land."
rl
"7:
j Dr. Landau will appear as the last
' speaker upon the Las Vegas hospital
1S13
course. Further announcement con(
In the Family Medicine Chest Is
Will be as neaTly as invisible as possible.
cerning the lecture will be given early
'
next week.
Every line has been designed to make the
foot .look slender. Vamps are as long as one
One of the most unique wrestling
matches ever pulled off anywhere will
take place at the Duncan opera house
next Saturday night A. Gyroscope, a
Montraville
protege of Professor
Wood .of Chicago, will first grapple
with local strong men, and then will
face all comers. The wonderful thing
about Mr. Gyroscope is the tact that
ha only weighs 2S pounds and yet is

VE AH A

Latin students of the school
are preparing a Latin play. This
play probably will be presented about
a month before the Christmas holiday. The play is called "A Roman
School" and is one that has beep
presented by a large number of the
eastern schools.
The

Unequalled WorfcmaSship,

the standard issues. Pennsylvania
went bac kto its low point on rumors of a billion dollar mortgage for
refunding purposes and future re
quirements.
The market closed easy. General
selling followed a severe slump In
Rock Island stocks and bonds In the
showed
final hour.
The securities
average losses of two points and made
new low figures for the year. Much
of the advance elsewhere was
Union Pacific falling to last
night's level. The last sales were:
71
Amalgamated Copper
91
Atchison
106
Sugar, bid
159
Reading
85
Southern Pacific
.147
Union Pcijjic
6414
United States Steel
104
United States Steel, pfd

can-calle- d,

WE FIT THE FEET

Select Materials,

Superior Merit

In Footwear

STOCK NOW COMPLETE IN NOBBY-STYLEAND A FULL RUN OF SIZES AND PRICES

.
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stere-optlco-

It

Shoes

Duffy's Purs

PffilP

is an absolutely pure distillation

of carefully selected, clean grain, thoroughly malted, and should be in every
home as a safeguard in emergencies re-- 1

m
CAUTION
A

rd-i;,'-

BY

pleases. Pointed tips are coming1 into fashion
We have just received a fine shipment of
dress shoes from the Ziegler factory.
.

.

c

With Chic Snappy Styles
'

An assortment unusual in its completeness

Trim looking shoes in
tans and blacks on new lasts with a decided
custom-madappearance. Comfortable and

at popular prices.
e

Our Prices Range

MAYOR SUGGESTS THAT DRIVERS
BE CAUTIONED TO USE
GREATER CARE

BOTTLE T08AT, BUT EE SURE YOU GET

ct

Staunch Serviceable Shoes
For Children
,

dressy. Service and satisfaction guaranteed.

f

C0FFTS
wroccr or dealer for

When von ask your clrusrKl-- t.
ehe genuine. It in the only
Dully s Pure Malt Vvlnskey b suro you
r; sold fn sealed bottles
abolutpy pin e medicinal malt wbiskey, and
enm
Price
never
bti.ti.
Look
tor - Old Chemist" on th
onlv;
HajX
label, ami make fsnre ttie sea! over he cork is unbroken. Write Med. lie Imily toalt whiskey Co., Rochester N. Y.. forillu
ical
boo).l"f find fre sdvu-a- .
jt!

!(.

HIT

DELIVERY WAGONS

quiring a stimulant.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey corrects
the defective digestion of the food, increases the appetite, strengthens the
heart, gives force to the circulation,
relieves threat and lung troubles, and
insomnia, and brings restfulness to the
brain and nervous forces. It is pre
scribed by doctors and
recognized as a leading1 family medicine

0 v,,1.'

i

Women's Fall and Winter

n

U$moilj of Greatest Malm

O

S

s

number ot
The delivery men Tor
he local business houses have formed
habit of driving over the parkings
n different parts of the city, with
esulting damage to the appearance of
he adjacent residence properties.
Mayor It. J. Taupert this morning
suggested that every resident take up
the matter with, the stores that re--

-

From 35c to $3.50

From 53.00 (0 $5.00
'THE

STOS1E

FOR WOMEN
Ziegler Brothers and
Dittmana
Shoes

1

1
1

I

Seoul
f;

h,

made

E. Lag Vegas

...

j
If

o3

n.m:

Shoes

far Boys

and
Stetson Shoes for Men

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
Dr. J. M. Cunningham left this af
ternoon for Raton where he will be
on business for the next few
J. M. Ackerman, roundhouse fore'
man at Lamy for the Santa Fe,, came

PERSONALS
R. E. Alldridge of Springer was a

business visitor here today.
X A. Wilson of Watrous was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
F W. Fisher of Albuquerque came
ln last night for a short business visit,
W. H. Long of El Paso was a busi- ness visitor in( Las Vegas today from
his home in the Border City..
II W Dovle of Davis Cal., was a
business visitor In the city today. He
will remain here for several days.
off on
Special sale on millinery.
trimmed
fontiiora
hats, and
oil fnnotr
M.U
UiJVJ
Adv
Standish.
Mrs.
at
street hats
H. L. Dean, representative for a
coffee house of Sherman, Tex., was" a
business visitor In Las Vegas today.
Miss Julia Jaffa of Jtoswell left
for her. home after having been the
guest of friends in Las Vegas for the
past several months.
Edrnond Parcels of Navajo, Ariz.,
was a business visitor here today. He
la buying cattle In New Mexico and
will be here for several days.
Mrs. Simon Vorenberg and daughter, Miss Julia, came In last night
from Wagon Mound for a short visit
with friends In Las Vegas.
Dave Layton, representative for the
Carter Holmes Furnishing company of
Chicago, was a business visitor at the
local clothing stores today.
B. P. Freelove and J. E. Sinclair
drove into Las Vegas last night from
Albuquerque on their way to Colorado.
They are making the trip In an auto3

1

mobile.

Just received two new shipments

,

ork which
of millinery from New
will be placed on s'ale at ridiculously
low prices for the ensuing week Mrs.
Standish. Adv.
Mrs. Helen Gable returned to Las

.

Vegas yesterday from Raton and
other places In the northern part of
the state, where she has been for the
past few weeks.
A. P. Meiklejohij, chief clerk to U.
J. Johnson, Santa Fe agent at Albuquerque, came in last night for a
short visit. He left thl3 afternoon for
Cleveland, where lie will visit relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stearns left this
morning on the limited for the Grand
Mr. and Mrs. Stearns will
Canyon.
remain at the canyon for several days
and then go to California for a several weeks', visit.

FOOTBALL

AGNOLIA FIliS I

uuuola. a we" Known UUBl"
m., ciwB m
ul voiuna,
this afternoon lor a rew days' dusi- ness visit nere.
hief Dispatcher H. K. McK.ee, ac
companied by Yardmaster H. u. Aionr,
eu last mgni lor oania re wuere
they attended the Scottish Rite cere- monies today.
X. A. Hartiman of St. Louis arriv- ed in Las Vegas yesterday evening
and will be a business visitor here
for the next few days. He is at the
nesB

with his parents.
Mrs. D. L. Ratchelor returned this
afieinoon from an expended trip lo
New York and other places. Mrs.
Balehelor has been visiting her son,
Clarence, in New York City" arid her
daughter. Miss Nellie, in Salina, Kan.
Mrs. Helen Spicer and Mrs. Emma
Schrock, of Suffren, N. Y., arrived in
Las Vegas this week and will remain
here for the remainder of the winter.
They will be the guests of their sister, Mrs. J. R. Baker, during their
stay.
Romaine Fielding, manager of the
Lubin New Mexico Motion Picture
company, left this afternon for Santa
Fe where he will attend the Scottish
Rite ceremonies there fof the remainder of the week. He was accompanied by Ludwig W. Ilfeld.
A party consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Russell, Albert Denizi, Carl
Russell and Sidney Ruprecht of New
York city passed through Las Vegas
this morning on their way to San
Francisco. They are making the trip
in an automobile and will remain in
California until after the exposition in
1915.

Clayton White has been engaged to
play the part of Dick Gilder in "Within the Law" with Helen Wawer's

Guy Standing and Chrystal Hearne
will take the principal parts in "At
Bay," a melodrama by George Scarborough,, author of "The Lure."

17, 1913.

FIVE

13

i

Vlslt ne

Hotel Uomaine..
Roy Selover, telegraph operator for
the Santa Fe Railway company at a
small station south of Lamy, came
in this afternoon for a few days' visit
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NOTES

2o INTEREST IT'S QUITE

AN ITEM

1

"Germany" Schultz, the old Michig
an star, is assisting coach "Hurry
to the individual or concern with uninvested funds 2 per cent interest on the
average of
U" Yost at Ann Arbor.
Ten touchdowns in a game lasting
daily balances in your checking- account. Your funds are not "tied up. " Always suject to
just 44 minutes, was the record of
check, yet a source of income to you. Consider this. The facilities oc our commercial dethe Princeton Tigers in their game
-- ;
partment are second to none
with Fordham.
Some Harvard enthusiasts are talking 2 to 1 odds that the Crimson will
i
beat both Yale and Princeton this
year.
John Cates, the old Yale end and
track captain, is helping the coaches
develop the Johns Hopkins University
squad at Baltimore.
Manager Jimmy JohnBton is trying
Princeton began playing football in to match George Rodel, the Boer
1S69, Yale in 1872, Harvard in 1874, heavyweight, against
VIAGOtS
any of the
Insure Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Expense
Pennsylvania in 187C, Dartmouth in "hopes."
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
1882 and Cornell in 1S87.
Tom O'Rourke. believes that
his
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
Dartmouth has shown a lot of im- protege, George Ashe, is entitled to
provement of late. The Hanover elev- meet either Jack Dillon, Leo Houck
en is lighter than for some years, but or Frank Klaus.
will make up for this in speeds
'
'
Joe Woodman,
manager of Sam
i
i
ii '
Washington and Jefferson has one Langford, wants a ' Boston man for
of the heaviest teams in its history referee in case Langford should meet
(his year. The W. and J. eleven has Gunboat Smith in Boston.
a game with Yale October 25, and
Jimmy Walsh, who lost the decision
e
expects to make a good showing in a bout with Champion Johnny
against the Ells.
the
has
challenged
recently,
The University nf Pennsvlvnnin champion to another match.
'
football eleven suffered a loss when
it was announced that Harry Wilson,
you rack the lung
Stop cougnmg!
veteran tackle of last year's eleven, and worry the body. BALLARD'S
would not come out for its team this HOREHOUND SYRUP checks irritation, heals the lungs and restores
season.
comfortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c
r Ii'uvvxrv- The record score of the college and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Centra)
teams for the season to date is that Drug Co. Adv.
made by Beloit against De Kalb NorFINAL' MATCH TOMORROW
mal at Beloit, Wis. The home eleven
Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from
17. Miss
Wilmington,' Del., Oct.
scored 116 points, making 16 touchMetroof
Marion
New
York,
Ilollings
14 goals
CIIMZLE ILFELD
from touchdowns
downs,
politan champion, and Miss Gladys
and two goals from placement.
Ravenscroft of England, former British title holder, won their matches tos
round for the
day in the
woman's national golt championship
at the Wilmington Country club, and
WITH THE BOXERS.
for
will meet tomorrow in the fina-l$1,500 FULLY EOUiPPFO AT YOUR BOOH
the American tiile.
'

&e PEOPLES

-

25c
qt. Boxes Figs.
2 qt. Cranberries
...25c
3 Boxes Junkets
25c
5 lbs. Sweet Potatoes
25c
5 lbs. Quinces for Honey.. 25c
50c
1! lbs. Green Tomatoes
1
20c
lb. Silver Leaf Okra
1
20c
lb. Mexican Garlic
5 lbs. Red Holland Cabbage. 25c
H
..$1.40
gal. Stone Jars
fi sal.
$1.10
Stone Jars..
90c
5 gal. Stone Jars
2

:?al.

cal

,1

gal. Stone Jars

St one Jars
tnnp

1

T5he

25

&

'JJ

l
f

fj
H

p
ff

...20c

JarR

41 Piece Dinner Set Sp!d
Every Wednesday at $
P. M. for 10 Cents. Find
Out All About it at

10

ft
j

50c H
35c

ALLGQOOS SOLD FOR CASH

5--

j3

...70c

Stone Jars

4
5

;1

STORE

I

BANK (& TRUST CO.

J

BUY At: AUTO DELIVERY

.f''ii

'

i1

Kil-ban-

b..

.....

COEIPAtlY, Agenta

semi-final-

s

George Marion will stage all the
Jimmy Clabby and Frank Logan
Savage musical pieces this season.
have been signed to box n San Francisco December 25.
Felix Edwards, the well
known
Joe Jeanette has been offered $3,500
stage director, arrived from London to meet Georges Carpentier in Paris
the other day. He will rehearse next month.
"Gen. John Regan."
Champion Willie Ritchie has agreed
to box Leach Cross in New York the
Thomas W. Ross Is going to re- latter part of this month.
state Henry Blossom's play, "Check-eis,- " Singing a song In the ring, after
as a motion picture play and will putting the K. O. on an opponent, is
ac!; his old part in it.

When your food does not digest
well and you feel "blue," tired and
discouraged, you should use a little
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
bowels, purifies the system and re-

stores a fine feeling of health and energy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
Drug Co.

Adv.

CHAVEZ MEETS COULON
Denver, Oct., 17. Benny Chavez of
Trinidad, Colo., will meet Johnny
Coulon. of Chicago, here on Thanks
announced last
giving day, it was
Coulon Is the holder of the
night.

bantamweight championship title.
"The Moon Maiden," in which Ma
bel Wilber is featured, opened in
Pittsfield, Mass., the other night and
will make its way to Chicago for a
long run.

"

1?

OVERLAND ttODF.t 5DT

Telephone or call and we will have our demon-

strator show you
Las Vegas

Mojnobile

Phone Main 344,

I MachlDS
Whalen,

Co

Fowler

&

Prtps

LAND RESERVE OPENED
North Platte, Neb., Oct. 17. The
first step looking to the opening of
1'i'Hliill'

1

efcilrs
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It
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the Nebraska national forest reserve
to settlement was taken today, when
the registration of prospective home
steaders was begun at North Platts,
Broken
Bow and Valentine. The
Nebraska reserve, comprising about
300,000 acres, was set aside during
the Roosevelt administration, but was
later abandoned under a proclama
tion of President Taft. The registra
tion will be open until October 29,
when the drawing of lots to deter
mine selections will be made.
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food.

Mix

scant

for

the Cottolone

teaspoon salt with 1
cups pastry flour. Chop in, with a knife, a
scant half-cu- p
of chilled Cottolene. When
well cut together, mix in very
gradually 3
tablespoons milk, mixing evenly. Do not
knead with the hands. Sprinkle some flour
' on molding board, flour rolling pin, roll dough
into rectangular 6hape, roll np, cut in two,
1

half-lev- el

-2

missioners had endeavored to reduce.
The court refused to pass upon the
constitutionality of the law creating
the state tax commission, on the
ground that the "recall of decisions"
amendment to the state legisclation
prohibits district judges from declar-'rigf- a
statute unconstitutional;''

Makes light foods lighter.

TRY THIS PIE CRUST
(Written especially

While you think of it, drop a postal for
HOME HELPS this FREE Cook Book,
written by five of America's greatest cooking experts. It also tells, clearly, how to
use Cottolene successfully in the recipes
you have always used.

Cook Book by Mrs. Lincoln)

stand one roll on end, pat it flat end roll to a
round a little larger than the pie plate, cover
plate and fill with pie material. Roll other
half of paste in same way, making it
Inch
larger than plate, make several incisions In
top crust, lay it loosely over
wet edge of
lower crust and press the two pie,
together, markwith
a fork. Marking keeps crust from
ing
puffing and helps to keep in the juice.
-2

m

EVIDENCE COMING
Plymouth, Mass., Oct. 17. A hint at
evidence not yet received was given
by the state at the continuation of
the trial for murder of Kirs. Jennie
May Eaton today.
This had to do with a typewritten
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NEW

document alleged to have disappear
ed from the Eaton home after the
death of Rear Admiral Eaton. Dor
othy Ains worth, the younger of Mrs.
Eaton's two daughters by an earlier
marriage, was asked by District Attorney Barker what she knew of such
a paper. The defense objected, where
upon the district attorney called on
Mrs. Eaton's attorneys to produce the
document The matter was not press
ed, but Mr. Barker said he hoped to
introduce the paper later.
After the admiral's death a search
was made for a will alleged to have
been made by the admiral after the
date borne by the will filed for pro
bate, which left his property to the
widow and his step daughters.

rv

fhortm

t minjtl

The Y. HI. C. A. Presents

POOF. JI0NTRAV1LLE VOOD
SCIENTIST

EXTRAORDINARY-HOLD- ER

OF 100 PATENTS

IN DEMONSTRATIONS
:

CHICAGO
'TihM

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

, JUDGE'SUSTAINS LEVY
Denver, Oct. 17. Judge John A.
Perry in the district court here to
day sustained the assessments levied
by the state tax commission against
the Denver Gas and Electric Light
company and the Denver City Tram
way company, which the city com

ii

l1

This is the Cook Book that makes the food which makes the whole
iamiiy nappy.
the shortening that insures digestible

li

OF THE

Gyroscope- - Mono-Rai- l

Car and

Ultra Violet Ray
ENTERTAINING

EDDCATQ1L

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF AS A PART OF
EDUCATION TO HEAR PROF. WOOD

DUNCAN
SEATS

S
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STATE CHAMPION NOT IN li
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
fC
by local applications, as they cannot Real Hero of the Link In This Com
reach the diseased portions of the
Remunlty Was the Man Who
ear. There is only one way to cure
B&d
Game.
to
the
fused
Play
deafness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
We had a chance to, demonstrate
inflamed condition of the mucous linNo Time Should be Lost in ing of the Eustachian Tube. When our theory last fall, says a writer in
this tube Is inflamed you have a rum- the Topeka Capital. It worked like l
Purifying Your Blood.
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and potato in a rheumatic's pocket
when it is entirely closed, deafness Through the influence of the missus
is the result, and unless the inflam- who has friends, we obtained a care
mation can be taken out and this tube to a very select country club in an
restored, to its normal condition, eastern state, where we stayed ton
will
.
fnrever:
... ha flAstrnvnil
.
PLAY AT THE DUNCAN OPERA
The club had gomus. ni i
nine cases out of ten are caused by duys. acute form. The men aud, womHOUSE LAST NIGHT FUL- most
catarrh, which Is nothing but an in-- j en who
frequented the club played
FILLS EXPECTATIONS
flamed condition of the mucous stir j
and slept
golf, talked golf, "ate golf
faces.
home of the state
was
the
It
it.
Dollars
We
will
One
Hundred
a
give
much;
It Is not easy to imagine
was the one
for any case of deafness (caused by champion and the game
better play than "Ready Money,"
conversation.
of
cured
cannot
by important topic
ba
catarrh) that
which was produced last night at the!
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulFor a day or two we were lost In
a
before
house
large
ars Jree.
Duncan opera
the atmosphere of golf which befogto at
T. J. CHENEY & 0:"V, Toledo. Ohio
audience. The play Is ot the variety
ged the place. Then we began
At the first appearance of pimples and
indicati:;;
75c.
Sold
by
attention
by
Druggists,
little
a
tract
t.n ihu hood nuuimi u; Bivm n b''v
Take Hall's Family Pills for const i in a delicate and polite way that tin
ine
rchi
frame of mind. It Is filled with clever
Adv.
us to extinction
paion.
whole thing boi-esituations, and the audience Is whirl
This remarkable remedy has the peculiar
we respectfully declined to ',
When
throut-'the
Intestines
s.Mklnir
f
fd from mirth to thrills and bacK
SHRINERS TO MEET
Ja a few minutos
Ul(l blood
gage in the game or borrow any t'..
In every artery.
17. The the
Oct.
Santa Fe, N. M
galn With the suddenness Of a BcenlC ,3 imu,,(,. i at work r...-.,
implements connected with C
eaimmry.
ulc..,.c,
There is nothing Of the vein and tiny
lauway.
m ()f lUe body eycrjr cmUnetory Mystic Shrine illustrious shieks, are sport there was great surprise.
th
risque, the popu'ar "problem being J,,,,,,, m effect a mter t strain the preparing a great welcome in Santa assertion that we did notwasplay
r.- to
ot
bion-wish
not
did
im
and
f
forgotten by the playwright
Fe Saturday for the "unregenerate game
ed with amazement. Up to tne in
to sons" to
kidneys, bladder, to all work
The play is the story of a young howels,
the number of two score or of our advent the state champion h
.....
..nrt nr rnsrini? OUI every
im
New Yorker, who hits invested all his tntine, every
atom ot more.
been the colossal figure of the club
air
by irrigation
the
to
of
command
In
obedience
the
money in an Arizona gold claim and poison; It dislodges
At the end of three days we h
In tbe Joints, causes acid
find
to
an
effort
in
broke
are
neuhas gone
illustrious potentate the, nobles
the state champion hanging on to t.
nccrctions to dissolve, renders them
peculiar forma- hurrying across the desert even at ropes. At the end of a week his
the pay streak. Just as he is about tral and scatters those cause
bolls ana
In the skin that
forgotten.' As
to lose hi3 mine by failure to meet a tions
this hour, with Santa Fe, oldest city istence had beenbeen
other skin eruptions.
crowded c;i
had
he
And best ol on, tnis rwDamuuie rem
note, a clever counterfeiter persuades
mecca. curiosity
In a in the United States, as their
"eccentric" Kansan vo
the
Is welcome to the weakest stomach.
by
roll
place
a
him
with
about
him to carry
'Tis in this oasis that the imperial sat around reading the reports on...
has the reconvery brief time R. S.
of "phoney'.' money. The young man structive process so under control that all potentate William W. Irwin has sum world's championship games, deaf i.
i
places heal.
consents, but refuses to try to pass eruptive
You can Ret S. S. R. at any drr store. moned the divan of Albuquerque to golf and all of its manifestations,
friends
stuff.
is
Ilia
de;.i
sell
to
that
something
effort
band
you
of
the
the
anv
nobles-to-b"queer"
of
Tteware
toany
isn't always
turn the faces of the
to he "Just as pood." If yours Is
is the way you play it.
see him with a large roll of money, claimed
caw and you desire cxnert ad- ward the rising sun and make the af you. It
a
peculiar
212
has
Co.,
he
that
Swift
convinced
Specific
the
to
und, becoming
vice, write
fair the grandest ceremonial session
Ga.
POSITION
A HIGH
struck it rich in his mine, invest in Swift lildg., Atlanta,
ACCORDED
that has come down the centuries.
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LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO, 2,
r
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
conclave
d Tum- day In each month t Ma
onto Temple at 7:3) p. m. U. H.
No.
Klnkel, K.
Cha. Tamme,

2.

No.

4.

l7

C;

OPTIC

NUMBt
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LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

R-

thousands of dollars' worth of stock.
At this luncture he and the counter
feiter are arrested but the bad money
Is 60 cleverly made that it Is accepted by the officers as real money.
reConsequently the two men are
leased. Needless to say, they destroy
the counterfeit money at once as soon
as the officers have disappeared.
The mine turns out to bo a rich
mar
'ue, and the young; New Yorker
ries his sweetheart, the wedding hav
ing previously been deferred because
of the grooma poverty and the oppo.
sition of hiu prospective mother-in-law-

cordially

W. M., H. 8
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Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
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All
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without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
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s
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ut ad Wvn X lUllla Baily, Treasurer.
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their hall on Sixth street. All vkHinj
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially invited to attet-A. Hunker
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.; George A. Hunker. Chester
Attorneys-at-LaT. M. Elwood, Secretary , Karl Wsrti
New Mexico
Las Vegas.
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemewn
WANTED First class cook:
refer Trustee.
ences required. Apply 725 Sixth
street
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
WANTED Experienced cook,
Good month Elks' home on Ninth street and
wages. 1053 Eighth street.
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
This
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Sssie
Secretary.
Silver
d
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Well Educated and
of
cerning the "program" and many a Women AreServia,
of Their
Companions
Able,
novice is now quaking in his shoes
Husbands and Brothers.
wondering how tight he will he able
to hold to the rope.
There is no country in the world
Certain it is that there are reasons where women occupy a more dignilied
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as to withstand the Sprvian idea Is Quite different womso
of the Turk,- who keeps his
that
of'
a
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tread
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pressure
t J 4
.' !'
en behind shut doors or the German,
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regiment in full march. The "cere- whose ideal woman is a hausfrau. In FOR SALE Pure apple cider, good KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
is Servia the woman is the companion of
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
cooking apples, $1.50 per 100 lbs.
monial," secret and
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to be held there at 1:30 p. m. Satur the man.
EMPRESS
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first
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event
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public
music.
the
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ade around the city will take place married sisters, and throughoutrather FOR SALE Home mauw comforts at month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
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is considered
states
it
Balkan
O. L. Fiers$3.50. Orders, a'so solicited. Ladies' Ladies always welcome.
at 10:30 in the morning.
a breach of etiquette for him to marAid Christian Church.
Phone Pur- man, President; A. D. Tillman, FinanThen, as the nobles, with all their ry before his older sister.
It 't giving you
Robert Ober carried the leading A HAPPY CHILD IK
5432.
dis
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the
at
could
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cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
insignia may gaze
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No Servian girl would feel she
part, that of Stephen liaird," the
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you 'd do any
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Hand
men
both
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and the costumes worn, by
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Adv.
Professional Health Culture for Ladies
Old Town Again In Limelight.
25c per 100 lb
and women were styllsn. All of the fig syrup.
Each
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1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs.,
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
30c per 100 lb.
Stockwell, England, where a hidden
200 lbs., to 1,000 lb.. Each Delivery
and Scalp
church over 600 years old has Just General Massage, Hair
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Each
Mani50 lbs., to 200 lb.,
Dtlivery
Treatment, Facial Massage,
heen discovered, has hitherto been
50o per 100 lb
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Delivery
50
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which
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cure, Chiropody.
chiefly famous for its ghost,
CAPITAL PAID IN
Hotel Romalne
SURPLUS
all London in an uproar in 1772. Making the furniture dance and the crock- Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
150,000.00
1 00.000.00
ery fall was the ghost's specialty,
the Purity at
though by way of variety an egg once
s
Harvesters, Storew, and Distributor, of Natural Ice,
Famout.
flew across the room and hit the cat.
Made
Las
Vegaa
iVv&ii t
lasting Qualities ol Which Have
oj
Having excited London and frightened
CARRIAGE
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
AUTOMOBILE,
Stockwell, the ghost retired, leaving
TTTTIX
74 I I .
AND
behind a firm belief In his supernatural
SIGN PAINTING
origin, until many years later a servD T. Hosklns, Cashier
President.
J- - M' Cunningham,
ant admitted that long horse hairs atB 8 Lewis. Ass't. Cash.
N. O.
tached to the crockery and wires to
Frank Springer.
429 GRAND AVE.
the furniture had enabled her to play
the ghost so successfully that frightened beholders never even detected such
open feats as throwing the egg at the
Pewid
actors were a handsome lot. William
A. Brady, under whose, direction the
play is making its western tour, has
gathered for the cast of "Ready
Money" a company of actors as com
petent and well adapted to their parts
as has ever been seen, here.
The work of the Simlson orchestra
which furnished music between the
acts,, was highly enjoyed by the audi
ence. This organization is improving
rapidly and is playing a high class of
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the San Miguel National Bank

, La Grande Passion.
"Une grande passion est une
grande folie. Mediocrity in all things
is wisdom; mediocrity in sensations i3
No young
sunerlative wisdom.
lnriv Khnnld fall in love till the offer
has been made, accepted, the marriage
ceremony performed, ana uie nrst cair- year of married life has passed away
A wnmnn
mav then begin to love, hut
with very great precaution very coolly, very moderately, very rationally.
If ever she loves so much that
harsh word or a cool look cuts her to
the heart, she is a fool. If she over
loves so much that her husband's will
is her law, and that she has got into
the habit of watching his look In order that she may anticipate his
wishes, she will soon be a neglected
a
tool." Charlotte Bronta.
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Wm. Q. HAYDON
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those who MIGHT BY th particular thins in worth tar,.
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are anxious
cmn rniizMTi i?! vou rack the lung
BALLARD'S
and worry the body.
HOREHOTJND SYRUP checks irrita
tion, heals the lungs ana restores
comfortable breathing.

Price

25c, BOc

and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Centra!
Drug Co. Adv.
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TkcpOCTOR'S
The questions answered below are
genera) in character. Tho "rympioms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of sim,
iiar nature.
Those wishing further advice free,
may address Dr. Lewis- - Baker, College Bldg., Collego-ElwooSts., Dayton.
O.,
enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given, but
only initials or fictitious name w"l
lie used in my answers. The prescriptions can be filled ft any
drug store. Any druggist
can order of dealer.

"Anxious Wife" Give 10 to 15
drops of the following in water an
hour before each meal and your child
will' soon be controlled from bedwet-ting- :
Comp. fluid balmwort, 1 oz.;
1
dram, tincture
tincture cubebs,
2 drams.
rhus-aromati-

"La Rue" writes: "For many years
have suffered with stomach and
bowel trouble which has been caused
by a severe case of catarrh. My blood
is also In poor condition. Whfit can
be done for me?"
Answer: If you follow tho directions given below you shoui.l bo well
and strong again. Obtain the following from any well stocked drugstore
and mix by shaking well, then take
a teaspoonful four times daily: Syrup
sarsaparllla comp., 4 ozs ; corai. fluid
balmwort, 1 oz.; fluid ext. buciiu, 1
oz. Use in connection with this the
following local treatment: Get a
package of antiseptio vilane powder
and make a catarrh balm by mixing
one ounce of lard or vaseline with a
level teaspoonful of the powder and
use in the nostrils daily. Also make
a waBh of one pint of warm water
f
and
teaspoonful of vilane
powder and use two or three times
a day until the nostrils are thoroughly cleansed and your trouble should
soon be gone.
1

one-hal-

"Elsie M." writes. "J have such
short, stringy, straggling hair and
my scalp is full of dandruff. Please
advise what in do."
Answer:
rhe best advi.-- e I can, offer is simple. Get at a well stocked
drugstore a 4 oz. jar of plain yellow
minyol, directions accompanying and
use it regularly.
It promotes a
healthy, vigorous growth of hair and
abates dandruff, itching scalp, lustreless hair and stops falling hair. If
the hair is harsh and straggling it
restores a soft, fluffy appearance, and
brings back the intense natural color.
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Answer: Obtain a bottle of es- cr;n.u
ctllU use II lHire.
or make into a cough syrup by mixing
llnriimu-lrfACIJf-

with ordinary granulated sugar syrup
or honey. Directions for use and how
to make accompany the package.
It
makes a full pint of effective, pleasant cough syrup and is excellent for
all throat and bronchial trouble.
B." writes:

"I suffer a

great deal with stomach disorders
heavy feeling after eating, heart palpitation, wind and gas on stomach,
etc. Am restless and Irritable. Afraid
to eat' a hearty
meal.
Sometimes
great pain. I fear appendictis.
Answer: The neglect of constipation and indigestion is the most frequent cause of appendicitis. It i3
better to prevent than to cure by an
operation. I advise that you obtain
tablets triopeptine and take according to directions accompanying sealed carton. They are pink, white and
blue, to be taken morning, noon and
night, respectively. I think many cases of appendictis could be prevented
by using trliopeptine .intelligently.
-
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Who wouldn't undertake to own a
pretty boudior cap and gown when
both can be made for about two dollars and a half expenditure?
Since
manufacturers of lace have said good-bto the old hand-madpatterns and
have turned their attention to the
original designs that can be made by
machinery, we have a new order of
the filmiest and most exquisite, laces
that cost hardly more than fine, plain
cotton fabrics. This adaptation of design to mechanical workmanship has
done wonders in putting pretty things
within the reach of even woman.
These laces are woven in wide Bouncings as well as narrow edgings and
can be used like any other thin material. They have made a tremendous
advance in popularity this season.
The cheaper varieties of machine-madlaces are not "specially durable,
but they are hot intended for. garments demanding durability. But with
a modest outlay one can buy the German Val and better grades of shadow
lace and be sure of their wearing
qualities. It is laundering that is hard
on filmy lace. It is so easily done
that garments made with lace trimmings should never be sent to a
y

e

e

laundry but done at home. No starching, no blueing is necessary. They are
washed as other laces are washed by
hand.
The pretty nainsook boudoir gown
shown here is made up with sleeves
and trimming of the least expensive
shadow lace which sells from twenty-fiv- e
to forty cents a yard. About two
and a half yards of it provide for the
sleeves, trimmings and lace strips in
the cap.
Five yards of ribbon an
Inch wide is needed and two yards
of baby ribbon. A yard of net ruch-lnfor the cap and five yards of a
very narrow lace edging in one of the
simple Cluny patterns for the gown
are needed. Four yards of nainsook
will be an ample allowance for the
body of the' gown. It is easy enough
to figure that this bewitching little
outfit can hardly be called an extravagance by any one.
The same design can be worked
out in wash silks and more durable
laces of It is not necessary to practice
strict economy. Even in these materials so much prettiness can hardly
be achieved at so small an outlay of
money, in any other way.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
g

SMART FALL GOWN.
4
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with
,

THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
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"Mrs. 0. C." writes:
"Can you
prescribe a tonic tor one who is sleepless, nervous, hysterical, thin and getPLEASE H!M WITHOUT FUSS
ting thinner? Have little appetite and
am restless day and night."
N3t Hard to Fut Some Dainty Hl.
on the Front of Husband's
Answer: The following if used for
or Brother's Silk Shirt.
several weeks will gradually restore
and strengthen your nervous system:
A man doesn't like "fussy" things,
"Hazello" says: "I would certainly Compound
syrup of hypophosphites, but he'll appreciate a bit o' handwork
appreciate something that would in- 5 ozs.; tincture cadomene, 1 oz. (not on the front of his silk shirt. Ask
crease my weight and take away that cardamon). Mix shake well and take him! No, don't surprise him!
If you are afraid that you can't
languid feeling which I am subject to a teaspoonful before each meal.
make the shirt entire, buy one from
most of the time. My blood is weak
his haberdasher. The material best
and watery and my appetite Is poor."
"K. K. K." asks: "I am growing
suited for the purpose is striped-colo- red
more
and
as
stout
older
I
weigh
Answer: Your condition is very
get
stripes about an inch apart on
easily overcome if you will follow the GO pounds too much now. I am alarm- a white ground so be sure that you
directions given below. Ask your ed and want to reduce. Please ad- get his favorite color. Most men are
fond of lavender. Now stamp in the
tab- vice what to take."
druggist for
lets and take ' according to the direcAnswer: You need not be alarmed center of the white ground between
the colored stripes, about two Inches
arbo-lon- e
tions and your weight should Increase. if you will begin taking
apart, tiny designs not larger than a
These tablets promote assimilation,
tablets
reduce
tablets. These
t
piece down the front. There
flower with
absorption and aid digestion, trans- usually at the rate of a pound a day. is a tiny round
form the complexion and figure. They after the first few days. Any drug- out foliage or stem and with a solid
are prescribed by physicians and are gist can supply them in sealed tubes dot to fill the center space where the
petals meet that is easily drawn oi
perfectly good. They should be taken with full directions.
by. even the novice, and looks
stamped
months
and
several
you
regularly for
Well. If preferred, one can use the
should depend upon gaining flesh and
"Poor H." writes: "My health is more difficult bowknot or
that languid feeling will vanish com- very poor on account of a
Tnd the designs well and work them
pletely.
constipation. I have to use pills n .white silk floss. Floss the color of
or something all the time. Can you tha stripes may be used, but it is
"D. E. G." writes:
"My rheuma presevribe something to take that will r .ihr conspicuous. There is a quiel
.
,d!ice about the white on a white
tism is getting worse all the time. I cure chronic constipation?"
that most men would prefer.
jiind
am getting so stiff that it makes it
Answer: Constipation is probably
is necessary to embroider only that
the cause of more illness than any ;
very hard for me to get around."
which shows when the coat is
Of course, a
Answer: Do not worry about your other thing. Most remedies only ag- nnfastened.
cure.
never
and
monogram
upon the left
easitrouble
the
be
can
as
that
gravate
very
rheumatism,
ileeve pleases the wearer still more.- I always prescribe
sulpherb
the
controlled
following:
by
using
ly
Philadelphia North American.
Get at the drugstore the Ingredients tablets (not sulphur tablets), and have
named mix thoroughly and take a found them most reliable and gradu-New Sashes.
teaspoonful at mealtime and again ally curative. They act 'pleasantly
To the invention of new sashes
and
liver
bowels
the
tone
soon
be
at bedtime and you should
up
and
These long
there seems no end.
entirely relieved of that disagreeable while purifying the blood.
lengths of supple material are an absolute rage in Paris, and they are
The ShubertB announce four plays cept a substitute. 0. G. Schaefer and worn by women and girls of all ages,
Some of the newest sashes are tied
that they have now in rehearsal for Red Cross Drug
In front, In a large, full bow;
directly
"
"Turan-dot,speedy production. One is
Arthur Jones' new play, uthcrs are tied at the side rather low
Henry
tho play based on a Chinese le"Marv Goes First," was produced in down; others, again, are wound round
gend that Percy MacKayo has rewritthe hips in Fatima fashion and simply
London on September IS. Marie Temten from various German and English
knotted at the back.
as
controls
Mary. She
AIL the art shades of blue are in deversions and that 13 to be clothed iu pest appeared
for it in the United States. mand for these
the
rights
sashes, especially the
gorgeous trappings, copied from those
blue known as Madonna.
at Reinhardt's theater' in Berlin,
For wearing with pure white dresses
where it was originally mounted. Two
The chanseable weather of early we find smart sashes of printed gausse,
more are comedies of the life of the full brings on coughs and colds that which exploit various shades of red in
on
syshour "Miss Phoenix" by Albert Lee have a weakening effectchronic.the Use
termingled with touches of black and
become
and "A Modern Girl" by Ruth Rich- tem, and may and Tar Compound. deep blue. Almost all the sashes of
Honey
ardson. The fourth play, which is by Foley's
It has a very soothing and healivg ef this season are fringed in order that
not
Miss Crother, has
been named feet on the Irritated and inflamed an they may fall heavily.
passages, and will help very .quickly.
yet.
It Is a well known family medicine
Gathered Skirts.
that eives results. O. G. Schaefer and
All smart skirtB now are gathered aj
Will G. Richmond, a resident of
fled Cross Orug Co. Adv.
the back of the waistline, and tbf
Cal., will answer any inquir-ieskirt at this polsst
plain,
about Foley's Honey and Tar
is distinctly out of the running. sf)f
He says further "Foley's
Jane Cowl, now staring In "Within
Compound.
is between
lie
Honey and Tar Compound has greatly the Law," will be seen after the holi- course, the fullness
waistline and hip only, for below the
benefited m for bronchial trouble days in a
play based on an Interna hips the garment must cling clos y to
itfter I used other remand couch,
edies thrtt failed. It is more like a tional marriage, by Margaret Mayo, the figure.
Do not ac- - author of "Baby Mine."
food than a medicdne."
"

W-

N

"Musician" asks: ''Can you tell
me how to overcome a bronchial trouble which manifests itself after singing by a tickling in the throat,
hoarseness and a slight cough?"

G.

V

-

TAKE

disease, rheumatism. Purchase 2
drams of iodide of potassium;
oz
of wine of colchicum; 4 drams of
sodium salicylate; 1 oz, comp. fluid
balmwort ;1 oz. comp. essence car- diol. and 5 ozs of svrun sarsnnfirilln.
This has satisfied thousands and I
jam sure it will you.

"Mrs.
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Fine Laces Within Reach of All

ifjDr. Zem's jSdAcr. GO

I,

i

-

'

Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure sure to interest
you.
All work must be perfect before
allowed to go out of the shop.

That's The Optic's Way.

one

tic
MAIN 2

Mcdel of brown and white striped
wool cloth with collar, vest and be'i
of brown poplin.
,,.,..!
'

Chiffon Motor Bonnet.
Aivone the attractive new automoof two' tMckuwsew
one
is
capa
y.if
oiwuon, made like a sunbonnet. T!;o
iffon is creen and blue and is shirred
ver a wire frame which fits closely
bout the head and flares out over tho
'ace. The inside of the, bonnet is blue
and the outside is green.
Raffia is also usod for automobile
bonnets. A prettily patterned cap is
woven of colored straws and la mounted over a shirred foundation of colored silk. A frill of the silk about the
face and neck softens the effect of the
raffia. A silk chin string fastens at
one side under a bunch of artificial
flowers.
I.
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Cranberries

Celery
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Light

o'clock

automobile

at
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FOR MEN

H
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The Baptist ladies will hold a irood
sale tomorrow at the A.
P. Morati Btore. opening at 10 o'clock.

Clothes may not make the
man, but good clothes have
got many a man a good job.
Appearance counts for much-s- ay
what you will, the winner in
business or social circles is usually
the
man.
Be a winner be successful wear
S3..
well-dress-

Xk

38

We also can show you a
large selection of suits in blue serge and
English worsted cheviots, specially
designed for us which we will sell
for $12.95. $15.00 and $18.00.
We will press suits
bought from
us, once a month for one year free.

Finch's Golden Weddlnz Rva. areJ
in wood. Direct from the
distillery
to yon. At the Lmbby. of course.

T

Adv.

The Altar society
i Catholic
church

of the West Side
will give
a dance

over"

Best of all, you
save from $3 to $8
in cold cash, for a
STYLEPLUS suit
at $17, will make
you as stylishly and
correctly dressed as
the best $20 to $25
suit you can buy
any where from any
body.
Be

a

--

Clothing Store- -

Coiwt't Garments for

,

winner

wear a STYLEPLUS
suit ours is the only
store in town that sells
'em.

15he
CLO. CO.
BEN LEWIS, Prop

Benefactor

M-

UCENaED AOENTSTOH'

SIERIOTCHB!CABliiETSfl

SUIT

'WlTm
Center of
iMmOMm
The

v)

?f LIKE to dress in a

Men

...

n

.

neat and stylish
maner, and like to
get the very best quality I can without
paying a stiff price.
Thats why I am going
to stop and see Green-bergabout my
I!

Saturday specials just received a
The dancing class will start its
season Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock large selection of fall shirts, nleated
at the O. R. C. hall under the in and soft bosoms. Original value $1.50
for tomorrow only $1.15. Come In
struction of Mrs. H. S. Van Petten.
and see for yourself.
Adv.
Taichert's,
Correct Garments for Men. Adv.
A marriage license
was granted
The New Mexico Lubin company
this morning to Miss Abelina Marti
er
will
start active work asain on Mon.
nez and Juan F. Gallegos, aged 20
and 21 respectively. They are both day morning. "The Penance of Blind
Power," one of the deepest and most
of Rociada.
wonderful of pieces ever produced by
Real estate men say the demand this company, was finished last Wed
for modern houses is havier at the nesday afternoon. This work is In
present time than at any other sea- three reels and it is expected that
son of this year and shows that the the Lubin company's main office In
population of Las Vegas is increasing. Philadelphia will find it one of the
OVERCOAT
greatest ever produced in motion pic
tures.
Romaine
Jose Gallegos Is reported to be se
Fielding wrote a play
riously ill in Denver. He will return today to be worked upon Monday.
I can
to Los
as soon as he ia recov
buy a Clothcraft
This
the
water
morning
ered sufficiently to .make the trip.
wag- 1
city
Suit for
Mr. Gallegos has been in Denver for on was "seriously injured" when it
turned
over
on
the past several weeks.
Douglas avenue at
the corner of Eighth street, and as a
The sermon of Dr. Jacob H. Lan result will not be in use for two
weeks.
Driver "Mac" Evans was
(lau at Temple Montefiore
tonight
the
turn at Eighth street on
making
will be directed
especially to the chil
dren of the congregation. There will the last trip this morning, and was
be a good musical program. The pub surprised to find himself a moment
later seated on the ground. It's the
lic is cordially invited.
first time he has fallen off the water
and get as good as
David Henden, for the past year wagon. The driver was not injured,
employed by the Graaf and Hayward but the wagon will be in the buggy
I
pay $25 for.
j many
company, has resigned and will take hospital for the next two weeks
V
a similar position with the Las Vei
Las Vegas, N. M.,
gas Mercantile company next week.
in line
;
They're
To
the Stockholders or ltomero Min
Mr. Henden will be employed In the
Company:
ing
5 with
meat department.
everything
You are hereby notified that the an
nual
of
the stockholders of
meeting
The funeral services of John Cham- the Romero Mining Company will be
berlin, who died here the early part
of this week, were held this morning held at the qffice of William G. Hay- don In East Las Vegas, N. M , Novemfrom the chapel of the Las
Vegas ber 3, 1913, at the hour of 10 a.
m.
Rev. H. C.
Undertaking comimny.
sells.
Anderson officiated. Intermeiit was Same being the first Monday in No
vember and the date fixed by the by322
in St. Anthony's cemetery.
laws of said company for the annual
Said meeting is called to
Subscribe for The Optic.
The dance that is to be given to meeting.
elect officers and directors for the
night at the Commercial club will be
one of the most enjoyable affairs of ensuing year, and for such other busTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
iness as may properly come before
the year, according to the committee
said meeting.
in charge. A large attendance is ex
Respectfully yours,
FOUND Auto crank. Owner may
pected and an excellent time is in 1
H. C. DE BACA Sec'y.
store. The dance will start at 9
have same by calling at Optic and
o'clock.
paying for this notice.
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$12.50, $15
i $16.50 or $18
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Ask your sue- cessful business
menus aoout tnem
and then come and
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see us.
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Las Vedas Lid lit

and Power Co
L

JiJva

E. Las

New Mex.

Vcas,

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
Raynolds, Vice President
Halleti Raynolds, Cashier.
H Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D

Y.

Duncan opera house last night all the
members of the "Ready Money" company were the guests of Romaine

Storo

AY

AT THE HOME OF

FIKST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS,

N

.

M

,

Immediately after the play at the

Store of
Clothing
Economy
Th
STYLEPLUS
The

...
V

Greatest

1

PALACE

i

with a

llffl MIT

v

CLOTHCRAFT

AICHERT'C

your kitchen

Systematize

FUKXlSHEk-

FOR ANOTHER

Ve-.?a- s

"The same price the world

A.

,1

J. C.-- JOHNSEN AND SON
COMPLETE HOME

AND.'

Styleplu s

Place for Everything
Evervlhinii
in its Plnm
AMVV
J

Women's

FALL SUIT

ed

I'
JUL1 I....,

d

elsewhere for $32.50

tomorrow evening at the Hotel
Admission 50 cents. Adv.

WimneH

I

$25.00

Adr. '

J

AKfYOUNG MtN

The SAME SUIT would sell

Your choice of all the hats in mv
store for $5.00, Friday and
Saturday.
Mrs. h. p. Wright. 209 Sixth street.

Grocer

it

x

'ir1A

lo sell for

things-to-e-

Stearns

-

I
ill riiocnesier
ziaier

Adv.

J.

Jr

11

Navy blue serje specially
tailored by

box,

Seal Shipt Oysters

I

20c. 2

Try a dram of Oid Taylor Hourbon
at the Opera Bar.
Adv.
Fancy La Cueva annles
at Papen's Adv.

"j

a

BLUE SERGE SUITS

Fancy Spanola comb honey.
at Papen's Adv.

17, 1913.

Ij

f

G:0;s

this evening.

for 35c,

New Jersey Sweet
Potatoes

T-- :

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

M.

Capital.

and Undivided Profits J35.000

100,000 Mjrpl.os.

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and
Within the Scope of Good Banking.

c. ft. NOTES

Saturday
Fielding at a line party at the Photo
Combined boys' class 9 o'clock.
play. "The Clod," one of Mr. Field
Wood entertainment at the opera
ing's masterpieces, was shown for the house at 8:45
o'lclock.
entertainment of the actors.
WORLD TOUR BEGINS
The Royal Neighbors of America
New York, Oct. 17. A number of
will give a social at the W. O. W.
hall Friday night, October 17, for the National league baseball players, inModern Woodmen and their friends. cluding' members of the New York
A splendid musical program has been Giants, left New York today under the
arranged, and a lunch will be served direction of John J. McGraw for Chi
and a fee of 15c admission will be cago, where on Sunday, in connection
charged. Come and bring your with the White Sox squad, they will
officially start their
friends. Adv.
baseball trip. The eastern partv will
The Peons and Bankers will again meet the White Sox in Cincinnati to?
bowl tonight for the championship of morrow for the first exhibition came
of the American scredule.

Imerast Paid on

,

DELICIOUS
EATABLES

TSm&

Hepasit

THE OLD RELIABLE

AIM WAGON

FULL CREAM CHEESE

Genuine Camembert

round-the-worl-

THE

BEST

OF

EVERYTHING

EATABLE

Bakery Goods Fresh Every Day
r!r nd. Crakes, Pies,

Rolls, Doughnuts,

Cookies

I

y

the Elks' alleys and expect a hot
combat. Following the game refreshment will be served to all those presWOODRUFF WILL FILED
ent. The losing team will be the
New York, Oct. 17. Timothy L.
host at this feed. Thus far this sea-so- n Woodruff, former lieutenant goernor
the Peons are ahead, having won of New York who died here las, Suntwo games to the Bankers' none. All day! night, left his entire estate valElks and their ladies are cordially in- ued, at $500,000 to $1,000,000,
vited to be present tonight.
widow, Isabelle, and his son, John, to
be divided equally between then.
The real, natural, Buster Brown,
the boy who advertises the famous
WISCONSIN DAY OBSERVED
Euster Brown shoes, will be in Las
San Francisco, Oct. 17. This waj
Vegas tomorrow afternoon and will Wisconsin
day on the grounds of the
entertain the kids with his unique Panama-PacifiInternational exposiappearance. This noted hcaracter tion. Governor McGovern of that
will arrive here tonight and will state
and his commissioners took
spend tomorrow in the city. He will title to and dedicated' a site for the
appear at the E. Rosenwald store on Wisconsin-'building.Governor Johnthe West side in the afternoon, be- son Qf
California, Governor McGovern
ginning at 2:30 o'clock.
and others spoke.

You ought (o eat our

C Jci

"Virginia" Bacon

"

for breakfast

A1
Fancy Cauliflower,

-

-

Lettuce

to-hi-
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GOODS ARE THE BEST IN THE CITY

Give Them a Trial and Be Convinced

Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
Mora Vegetables
Apples Galore, Cranberries

c
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Gross, Kelly
"7

Sole Agents

& Co.

